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THE UBIQUITOUS TELEGRAPH POLE, CARRYING
maybe a single line to a lonely farm or dis-
tributing telephone service in a busy suburb,

is a familiar part of Britain's landscape and, like
most everyday objects, is taken very much for
granted by the average person. The layman little
realises the care with which each pole is selected
and examined, fabricated, seasoned and finally
preserved to ensure that it will have a long and
useful life, giving the maximum of efficiency and
safety with the minimum of maintenance. This is
not the simple matter of felling a suitable tree,
lopping off the branches, and then brushing it with
creosote that some no doubt believe it to be!
There are so many points to be considered that
selection and treatment are work for the expert.

Since the Post Office acquired the inland tele-
graph network in 1870, Scots Pine (Pinus
Svlrcstris—or European Redwood, as it is more
commonly known) has been the standard species of
timber, and creosote oil the standard preservative,
used for the Department's poles. The choice of
species becomes obvious when it is borne in mind
that this conifer can normally be obtained in large
quantities from Scandinavia, is straight and shapely,
has a high strength-to-weight ratio and absorbs
creosote well. Ninety per cent, of the poles
purchased annually by the Department are of
Norwegian, Finnish or Swedish origin, but every
encouragement is given to home growers to supply
the Post Office, and native forests do in fact con-
tribute a useful quantity each year.

Fabrication and preservation are carried out
under Supplies Department supervision at pole
depots operated and staffed by contractors. Only
untreated poles are therefore purchased, thus
enabling the Department to ensure that they are
entirely free from defects and to maintain a strict

control over each stage of treatment. The specifica-
tion for poles requires them to be sound, hard-
grown, straight and free from large or dead knots
and other defects and to have the outer and under
bark completely removed. Each pole must be sawn
off as close to the ground as possible, to contain
the natural butt of the tree, in order to facilitate
detection of heart rot and to present the maximum
bearing surface against settlement after erection.
Poles must be felled between November of one
year and March of the next, this being the period
when the sap is down and degradation from fungi
is least likely to occur. There arc four classes of
Post Office poles, extra light, light, medium and
stout, covering approximately 40 standard sizes,
the shortest 16 feet and the longest 60 feet; longer
poles are rarely used today.

Peeled poles of the six.es required under current
contracts are delivered from Scandinavia by sea,
or from home forests by road or rail, to twelve
depots strategically located round the coast of
Great Britain, where they are unloaded and

Sorting and stamping

individually examined by a resident Supplies
Department Pole Inspector. There are sixteen
major possible causes of rejection, some extremely
difficult to detect. Wood being a natural product,
variations in growth and quality occur which make
• t. almost impossible to lay down hard and fast
tandards. The personal opinion of the experienced

Inspector therefore, to some extent, influences
decisions to accept or reject. As each pole is
approved, the butt is marked by hammer stamps
with codes which identify the inspector, the supplier
,md the receiving depot.

In order to obviate the risk of untreated wood
becoming exposed during fabrication, all cutting
and boring is completed before preservation is
carried out. The poles are first passed through a

The dressing machine. Two sets of high-speed revolving
cutters bear on the upper surface of the pole. The large
toothed \vhee!, set obliquely, not only turns the pole but

propels it through the machine

dressing machine, in which two sets of high-speed
revolving cutters shape them symmetrically and
give them their smooth finish. They are then
scarfed—that is, a flat surface is planed longitu-
dinally at the top, to provide a bearing surface for
cross arms—and holes are drilled to accommodate
the securing bolts for cross arms and arm braces.
Roof slopes are cut, to disperse rain water, or a
hole is drilled in the top to take a finial (the
ornamental top fitted to some poles to comply with
the wishes of wayleave grantors).

For effective preservation, it is imperative that
the timber shall be thoroughly seasoned and that
the moisture content at the time of treatment shall
be not greater than 25 per cent, of the dry weight.
The dressed poles are therefore stacked for

How the poles are stacked for seasoning. (Note the "stairwa\ ".
for easy access to the upper tiers)

seasoning in open formation on dunnage of sound
creosoted timber or concrete, so that the lowest tier
is not less than 10 inches above the ground. The
surface of the ground under the stacks is kept well
drained and free from bark, shavings, grass and
weeds. Depending on the class of poles, and to a
very great extent on the weather, it may take from
six months to perhaps two years for the timber to
reach a condition suitable for treatment. Wood,
being hygroscopic, tends to maintain a state of
equilibrium with the surrounding air, absorbing
moisture in damp weather and giving it up in dry,
so that creosoting operations are normally res-
stricted to the summer months, when it is possible
to reduce the moisture content to the desired level
by open-air seasoning.

Until 1913- the Bethel or full-cell process of
preservation was almost invariably used for
treating Post Office poles. This system, which
involved impregnation under pressure until an
absorption of 12 Ib. of creosote per cubic foot of
timber was obtained, yielded very satisfactory
results and many poles so treated have given over
70 years' unblemished service. A useful life of
30 to 40 years is normally all that is now required
of a pole, however, and as poles treated by the
full-cell process were somewhat dirty to handle and
excess creosote tended to exude during warm
weather, it was decided in 1913 to adopt the more
economical Riiping or empty-cell process. This
process, as its name implies, is designed to coat the
wood cells with preservative but to leave the cells
themselves empty of superfluous creosote.

The treating process is carried out in steel
cylinders, usually 7 feet in diameter and from 50 to
120 feet in length. The poles are loaded on special



Control room of creosoting plant

bogies running on rails into the cylinder, which is
then hermetically sealed with doors—one at each
end to ease the flow of work—somewhat resembling
those of a bank vault. The air pressure in the
cylinder is then raised to about 50 Ib. per square
inch and maintained at that level for approximately
half an hour, following which creosote oil heated
to over 150 F. is pumped in at a pressure of
around 180 Ib. per square inch. This pressure is
held for about one hour, the temperature of the oil
being sustained by steam heating coils in the
cylinder. A high oil temperature is of great value
in securing maximum penetration and reducing
the tendency to " bleeding " after the process is

completed, and the cylinders are therefore lagged
to minimise loss of heat by conduction. The gross
absorption of creosote, apart from initial absorp-
tion during the filling of the cylinder, is generally
not less than 15 Ib. per cubic foot. After the
cylinder has been drained of creosote, a vacuum is
created to remove the surplus oil; this is assisted
by the compressed air in the wood cells blowing
back, and a nett retention of 7-8 Ib. of oil per cubic
foot is achieved. The prime object of all these
operations is to ensure complete impregnation of
all sapwood; borings are taken after the poles have
been removed from the cylinder, to confirm that
this has been achieved. Finally, the creosoted poles
are stacked to await distribution as required.

The creosote oil used in the treatment of Post
Office poles must conform to British Standard
Specification 144 and samples of oil are taken from
each plant once a fortnight during the creosoting
season and sent to the Government Chemist for
analysis. The Supplies Department collaborates
with the Construction Branch of the Engineering
Department in a constant endeavour to improve
the preservation process and at the same time to
supply the Regions with cleaner poles, less liable
to " bleed " in service, all the time bearing in mind
that costs must be considered at all stages. Many
desirable but not strictly essential improvements
are ruled out on economic grounds alone. The
co-operation of the Forest Products Research
Laboratory is frequently sought and readily given
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aIKl contact is maintained with other interested
organisations, such as the Association of Tar
Distillers., the member firms of which supply the
PC i -artment's contractors with creosote oil.

/•Ithough creosote is the standard preservative,
v;! -us others, mostly of the water-soluble salt
r,r . have been tried by the Department on
oc -sjons, and many hundreds of poles treated
\u; such compounds are even now on trial
:h- -ighout the country. The efficacy of these
al-:' natives cannot adequately be proved until the
tr . . ' ' poles have remained in service free from decay
i\y ;tie 30 to 40 years that is expected of creosoted
pi-/.-. Laboratory tests serve a useful purpose by
el' mating definitely unsuitable products, but it
J S . . . ,]y by extended trial under conditions of every
tv; • likely to be encountered in service that the
rr; value of a preservative can be determined.

: mnng World War II, the Post Office was
Jt; • ,-cd access to Scandinavian poles, of course, and
tw ! to rely almost entirely on home-grown timber.
D: -mg the years 1940-1945, nearly 350,000 poles
\v. ..;• acquired from home woodlands, which were
p- ;tically denuded of suitable mature trees. Scots
p . . - - - not being particularly prolific in this country,
a l ' . . "natives such as larch, Douglas fir, Corsican
p i - I . - , western red cedar and others were accepted,
th igh all are open to objection, either because of
l.-,i A of strength or resistance to impregnation, and
IT 10 is of such consistently good shape as the
s^ndard species.

.united quantities of both sheet-steel and pre-
sto-ssed concrete poles were purchased after the
n: .:.:nt war to augment supplies of timber poles,
b'r the initial capital cost of these types is greater
th :n that of the wooden kind. Also, maintenance
co-is and life expectancy are as yet unknown
quantities, and they have not proved popular with
thv. engineering staff.

; luring the immediate pre-war years, some
- • • .000 poles a year were erected, but the current
••- e of use has not yet returned to that level, though
'. re are at present something like 4,000,000 Post
• 'ice poles in use in the United Kingdom and it is

^larkable that premature failure due to decay
'• ..urs so rarely. Safety considerations apart,
'. viher is an expensive commodity these days and
: . country could ill afford repeated replacements

iarge numbers of poles, at ever-increasing costs
raw materials and labour, and we can no doubt
pardoned for what may seem to some to be an

Poles are usually sent by rail, but they may be collected by
local Post Office transport over short distances

inordinate pride in the long life of G.P.O. creosoted
wooden telegraph poles.

The Supplies Department Inspectors who super-
vise the various processes of pole fabrication and
preservation are normally recruited from within the
Department. Suitable officers are selected to under-
go two years' practical training in the hands of
fully qualified Inspectors and to attend a short
course at the Forest Pioducts Research Laboratory
at Princes Risborough, where they have an
opportunity to study at first hand the lives and
habits of timber-attacking insects and fungi. A
considerable store of technical data and informa-
tion is accumulated during training, and before
being finally passed as competent each man must
reach a satisfactory standard in a four-day practical
and theoretical examination designed to test his
knowledge of timber technology.

Enough could be written about the various
aspects of pole supplies and pole preservation to
fill a whole volume of this Journal, but sufficient
has perhaps been said to reveal something of the
inside story of a pole, and—as you may have
realised—it's the inside that counts!
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Underground Cables

L. F. Scantleburv

Engineer-in-Cliief's Offia

THE FIRST UNDERGROUND LINE WAS AN
experimental one laid by Mr. (later Sir
Francis) Ronalds in his private garden at

Hammersmith in 1816. This consisted of a copper
wire over 100 feet long, drawn into a conduit of
glass tubes completely embedded in pitch, in a
wooden trough sunk 4 feet in the ground. The first
attempts to develop insulated wires that could be
laid underground followed the introduction of the
telegraph in 1837. Various insulating materials
were tried in these early days, including shellac,
resin, bitumen, pitch, spun glass and glass beads,
but it was not until the introduction of gutta-percha
in 1847 that much success was achieved. The first
underground cables to be laid in this country con-
sisted of a number of copper wires, each insulated
with several layers of gutta-percha, bunched
together in a serving of tarred jute and laid in wood
troughing or cast-iron pipes. The original London-
Manchester cable laid by the Magnetic Telegraph
Company in 1853 consisted of ten copper wires
insulated in this way.

Various Experiments

Gutta-percha was expensive, however, and took
up a good deal of space, a 3-inch pipe affording
space only for some 36 circuits. Investigations into
the use of other materials, such as rubber, cotton
and paraffin wax, were carried on with varying
success. A lead-covered cable containing cotton-
covered wires, the cotton being saturated in resin
oil, was laid in 1885, in the newly opened Mersey
Railway Tunnel, to connect Liverpool telephonic-
ally with Birkenhead. Extensive use was also made
of the so-called bituminous cable, which was a lead-
sheathed cable containing cotton-covered wires
permeated with a heavy distillate of petroleum
that rendered the cable solid. It gave satisfactory
results but was difficult to handle. The use of a

lead sheath for enclosing the insulated wires was
first suggested in 1845 by Young and McNair, of
Paisley, and their invention forms a notable land-
mark in the development of underground cables,
although it was many years before full use was
made of it. The particular feature of this sheath
was that it was extruded, or pressed out, around
the core of the cable as the latter was drawn
through a press.

Telephone Cables

With the invention of the telephone in 1876 and
the rapid development of the telephone service
which followed, it was soon realised that overhead
wires would be hopelessly inadequate and that a
form of underground cable suited to telephone
requirements was urgently needed. Telephone
cables at first followed telegraph practice and used
gutta-percha insulation. The first telephone cables,
laid in Newcastle-on-Tyne because the municipal
authorities objected to the unsightly overhead net-
work in that city, consisted of 18 and 36 pairs of
gutta-percha insulated wires drawn into 2-inch
and 3-inch cast iron pipes.

Apart from the relatively large space occupied
by gutta-percha and the other materials used for
insulating purposes, the main difficulty in using
such cables for telephone purposes was their high
electrical capacity, which in the unbalanced con-
dition gives rise to "crosstalk" and renders tele-
phone messages unintelligible. The majority of
subscribers' telephone circuits were unbalanced,
as they worked single-wire with earth return until
about 1890, when the conversion to metallic pairs
began.

Conditions were improved by the introduction
of the dry-core paper-insulated cable in 1890, in
which the insulation of the conductors consisted of
a loose wrapping of paper. The paper served to

separate the wires, the insulating medium being
largely dry air, which gives a lower capacity. Dry
paper is an excellent insulant but is very hygro-
scopic; even in the comparatively dry conditions
found in a cable factory, paper exposed to the air
will absorb in a few hours up to 10 per cent, of its
•.veight of moisture and under really damp con-
ditions will absorb more than its own weight. The
introduction of the paper-core cable was therefore
dependent upon the availability of an absolutely
water-tight sheath. Broadly, the less paper used in
.1 cable and the more air. the lower the capacity and
i he cheaper the cable. If there is too little paper,
however, the cable flattens badly. The insulation in
most present-day cables is about 50 per cent, paper
md the remainder air.

A further improvement introduced about 1890
A as the use of conductors twisted in pairs or quads,
-vhich considerably decreased the "crosstalk"
Between circuits. The twist ensured that the average
separation of each conductor of a circuit from
adjacent circuits was approximately equal and that
consequently the induced voltage in each of the
Conductors was sensibly the same, with the result
: hat they balanced out and little or no induced
current flowed in the circuit. These two improve-
ments revolutionised underground cable practice
and are still the basis of most of the telephone
cables in use today.

Thinner Insulation
Since 1900, the main improvements have been a

'eduction in the gauge of conductors and the use
if thinner and narrower insulating papers, so that

a greater number of pairs can be accommodated
vithout increasing the overall size of the cable.

It is customary in this country to refer to the
^auge of conductors by weight per mile rather than
:^y diameter or by reference to a standard wire
.;auge. Thus, a lo-lb. conductor weighs 10 Ib. per
mile; it is 0.025 inches in diameter and corresponds
approximately to 23 standard wire gauge.

At the present day, the diameter of a i,8oo-pair,
4-lb. conductor cable with a plain lead sheath is
about 2.6 inches, which was the diameter of a
t6o-pair, 40-lb. cable some 30 years ago. Until
fairly recently, the smallest conductor used was
6',-lb., but a 4-lb. conductor has since been
introduced for use in subscribers' cables down to
50 pairs. Improvement in the subscriber's tele-
phone made possible an increase in the transmission
limits specified for subscribers' lines and justified
the use of the smaller conductor with its higher

Fig. i . Concentric layer cable in the making

resistance. Recent investigations show that an
even smaller conductor could be accepted, par-
ticularly in congested city areas, and the use of a
2Mb. conductor is contemplated.

In subscribers' cables, a circuit is provided for
the exclusive use of each subscriber (apart from
shared service and party lines) and is in use only
when the subscriber is using his telephone. These
circuits are short and attenuation (see below) is not
a vital factor. The aim, therefore, is to keep the cost
of such cables as low as possible, compressing as
many pairs as possible into the cable sheath by
using small-gauge conductors and thin paper
insulation.

The problem is entirely different with trunk
cables. Here each circuit in the cable is in use daily
for a much longer period and earns considerable
revenue, the ideal being to use it continuously.

Fig. 2. Manufacture of coaxial cable
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Attenuation, or loss of speech power as the speech
traverses the line, is important and has to be
catered for by the insertion of repeaters at appro-
priate distances apart. The various couplings
between circuits due to capacity and magnetic
effects have to be kept as low as practicable, to
avoid interference or crosstalk between circuits, as
repeaters cannot discriminate between speech and
interference and amplify both alike.

When trunk circuits were carried on overhead
lines, attenuation and crosstalk were not such
important factors. A circuit of 2OO-lb. copper wires
would transmit speech satisfactorily over a distance
of 300 miles. With a cable, however, the inductance
is reduced to about a quarter and the capacity
increased some eight times, with the result that
when 2O-lb. conductors are used the distance over
which speech can be transmitted satisfactorily
without the use of repeaters is only about 20 miles.
Some improvement can be obtained, however, by
"loading".

It was first pointed out by Heaviside in 1887 that
the distortion of speech along a line could be
considerably reduced by the addition of inductance
to compensate for the harmful capacity, but it was
not until 1899 that a practical method of achieving
this was found by the insertion at certain regular
intervals of inductance coils, now known as
"loading coils". The effect of loading is to reduce
distortion and attenuation and to make the latter
more or less independent of frequency up to a
certain "cut-off", above which frequencies will not
be transmitted. The usual loading adopted by the

Post Office for cables operated at audio frequencies
is coils of 88 millihenries inductance spaced at
2,000 yard intervals, which gives a cut-off frequency
of nearly 4,000 c. s.

Local or Exchange Area Cables
These cables are used for connecting subscribers

to exchanges or for providing junctions between
adjacent exchanges. They are paper-insulated
cables in either twin or star-quad formation. With
twin formation, two conductors are twisted
together to form one telephone circuit, while with
star-quad formation four conductors are twisted
together round a string centre to form a quad, the
diagonally opposite conductors forming a pair,
thus giving two telephone circuits per quad. The
cables can be made up of consecutive layers of pairs
or quads or can be of "unit type" construction with
units each consisting of layers of pairs.

With "unit type" construction, the pairs are
first stranded into layers and formed into single
units of 51 or 102 pairs, and a number of these
units are then bunched together to form the cable.
For example, a i,020-pair cable (nominally a
i,ooo-pair cable) is composed of 10 separate units,
each of 102 pairs, bunched together to form the
complete cable (Figure 3). For identification
purposes, each unit is wrapped with a numbered
paper tape. This type of construction offers advan-
tages in jointing, as groups of circuits can be
separated. As all the layers in a unit are stranded
in the same direction, the cable is more flexible
than one made up in the conventional way, with
the layers stranded in opposite directions.

Individual wires in either type of cable are
identified by coloured lines printed on neutral-
coloured paper. The A and B wires of a pair, or
the A, B, C and D wires of a quad, are given by the
number of lines, as shown in the accompanying
illustration (Figure 4). Each layer is provided with
a marker and reference pair or quad, which can be
separately identified by the colour and number of
the lines in a paired cable, and by a helical whipping
of coloured cotton over the quads in a star-quad
cable. Thus any pair or wire can be readily
identified. To keep capacity imbalances small, the
amount of ink placed upon the paper for marking
purposes must be the same for all wires. Thus, a
single-ring marking would be made four times as
often as a four-ring marking.

In trunk audio frequency cables, the conver-
sation is carried normally at ordinary speech

frequency and the cables are usually loaded. Some-
nines a single pair of wires is used for each trunk
, l icui t , but it is more common to use a separate
, , ;r for the speech in each direction. The
, ulcs are made up in consecutive layers, either
. . star-quads, as in the case of local cables,

in multiple twin formation, where the
uluctors are first twisted into pairs and two
i s again twisted together to form a quad. Since
XL- circuits are used over long distances, greater
L is taken in manufacture to keep the capacity

• ween wires as uniform as possible and to reduce
, t'orms of unbalance to a minimum. Identification

, pairs and wires is the same as in local cables.

The star-quad cable has a little higher pair
•pacity than the multiple twin cable but can
ommodate more circuits in a given space. It is

i > . v standard for all trunk cables and the multiple
< ,n formation will be found only in the older

! nterf erence between circuits is usually reduced
r careful balancing. Measurements of the capacity

balances existing within each quad are taken at
.ccted points when trunk cables are being
tailed and the individual pairs are jointed in

.Ji a way that the unbalances in the lengths
interact one another, so that, over several

nt;ths of cable, the capacities are equalised. In
i.-cial circumstances, for high-grade circuits such
B.B.C. music circuits, where the frequency band

.-•d is wider than for ordinary speech circuits,
reened pairs are provided to ensure complete
;niunity from crosstalk. These pairs are placed

the centre of the cable and electrostatically
; cened throughout their length by means of a

: >sed helical wrapping of aluminium foil or of
per sprayed on one side with aluminium.

1 runk Carrier Frequency Cables
With this type of cable, two pairs of wires — one
each direction — are used to carrv a number of
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conversations simultaneously. Each conversation is
transmitted at a separate high frequency.

Overhearing between the channels is avoided by
allocating frequencies to the channel carriers which
do not interfere with each other and by the use of
high-grade band-pass filters. In this country it is
customary to obtain 12 or 24 telephone channels
from one circuit operating at frequencies up to 60
or 108 kc. s. respectively. The cables used are
paper-insulated, generally with 24 pairs of 4O-lb.
conductors and a maximum diameter of 1.15 in.
over the lead sheath. The conductors are arranged
in star-quad formation and are, of course, unloaded.
The cables are specially designed to give uniform
impedance and minimum crosstalk between
circuits and have a little lower capacity per mile
than normal trunk cables. The 24 pairs occupy the
same space as 38 pairs in an ordinary quad cable.

Separate cables are provided for the "go" and
"return" directions of transmission, in order to
reduce crosstalk between opposite-going circuits as
much as possible. Crosstalk between circuits trans-



mitting in the same direction (that is, in the same
cable) is kept small by attention to the balance
within the cable itself and by neutralising it still
further with special balancing networks. Because
high frequencies are used and the attenuation of
these is rapid, repeater stations are required at
22-mile intervals for 12-channel working and 15
miles for 24-channel working.

Coaxial Cables
These cables, which are of an entirelv different

type, can be used for transmitting over long
distances at radio frequency. They are therefore
used for television or for carrying simultaneously
a great number of separate conversations. They
consist of a central copper conductor enclosed
within an outer cylindrical conductor and held
concentric with it by discs of polythene spaced at
regular intervals. Most coaxial tubes being supplied
to the Post Office at present have a central conduc-
tor of 0.104 in. diameter and an outer conductor of
0.375 m- internal diameter, formed longitudinally
from a single copper tape o.oio in. thick. To
provide added mechanical strength and screening,
the complete tube is bound with two mild-steel
tapes, each 0.005 m- thick. Two thicknesses of
insulating paper are applied over the steel tapes
and the outer paper has printed on it at frequent
intervals the identification number of the tube.

The cable is normally supplied in composite
form, two. four or six tubes being laid up together
and the whole made circular bv the inclusion in the

interstices of paper-insulated quads or pairs, which
can be used for audio circuits. An illustration
(Figure 5) shows the London-Birmingham tele-
vision cable laid in 1948. The cable consists of two
special television coaxial tubes of 0.975 m-
diameter, outer conductors designed for an upper
frequency of at least 26 Me. s., four standard 0.375
in. coaxial tubes and eight screened pairs for the
transmission of music. This cable is the first in the
wrorld to be specially designed for high-definition
television. The 0.975 m- tubes are at present in use

Fig. 6.
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The r. 'M/ carrying capac-

ity of the four large

star-quad audio cables

shown in this photograph

would be 1,084 four-wire

c i r c u i t s . That of the

small coaxial cable along-

side, operating at carrier

frequencies, would ex-

ceed i,200

for 405-line television service only; beyond
Birmingham the service is extended on 0.375 m-
tubes to Holme Moss, near Manchester.

The outer conductor of a coaxial cable is a
sufficiently effective screen against interference
from outside sources or crosstalk between coaxial
tubes at frequencies above 60 kc. s., which is the
lower limit of frequency used on the tubes. Below
60 kc. s. its efficiency as a screen rapidly falls oft"
and at voice frequencies the unbalanced nature of
the circuit makes it unsuitable for telephony. The
coaxial tube can be used, however, as a convenient
means of transmitting a 50 c. s. power supply, and
this method is adopted for the supply of power to
intermediate coaxial repeater stations. A selected
main repeater station normally feeds two inter-
mediate stations on each side of it, suitable
precautions being taken to ensure that the power
is removed from the cable before any jointing
operations are undertaken. By this means the
number of external power sources to a coaxial

>ute can be reduced considerably, with a con-
rquent reduction in the possible number of power
apply failures due to external causes.

The standard o.375-in. tube has an attenuation
1 about 8.0 decibels per mile at 4.5 Me. s. and
neater stations are normally spaced at six miles.
As an illustration of the circuit capacity of

•axial tubes, Figure 6 shows four star-quad
ibles, each containing 542 20-lb. pairs, and, for
•mparison, a small coaxial cable with four 0.375-
. tubes and four small groups of control pairs.
he carrying capacity of the four large audio cables
mid normally be 1,084 4-wire circuits, while that

• the coaxial cable operating at carrier frequencies
ould exceed 1,200.

xtent and Growth of the Underground
Network

The capital value of the main trunk cables in the
nited Kingdom, including both duct and cable,
around £90,000,000, the corresponding figure

>r local and junction cables being £120,000,000.
he annual maintenance expenditure on all classes

cables is of the order of £1,000,000. The
owth of the main trunk network of the country
nee 1898 is illustrated in the accompanying graph
igure 7). At the present time, the network com-
ises some 1,050 cables with a combined length
about 35,000 sheath miles.
The trunk cables may be divided broadly into
pes: old telegraph cables, multiple twin audio
'bles, star-quad cables, carrier cables 12 and 24

Growth of main underground trunk network sine

seven cables have been laid, although only five now
remain. The first cable, the L-BM i, was laid in
1897-8 and is still in existence. It consists of 38
pairs of i5O-lb. conductors, mainly in twin
formation but for some miles in quad. It was used
in the early days for D.C. telegraphs, but about
15 years ago was reconditioned for telephone use
at audio frequencies. The L-BM 2 was laid in
1908-9 and was a composite cable containing a
mixture of conductor sizes, mostly 2oo-lb. and
i5O-lb., in multiple twin formation. It also was
used for D.C. telegraphs but was recovered in 1947
to make way for the L-BM 4 television cable. The
L-BM i and 2 were laid in iron pipes, but sub-

Type

Period

Sheath
mileage ...

O!d D.C.
telegraph

1898-1920

1,100

M.T. audio

1912-1929

4.000

Star-quad
audio

1928 to
present date

20.900

Carrisr
24 40-lb. mainly

1935 to
present date

6.800

Coaxial

1935 to
present date

2,600

iannel, and coaxial cables. The approximate
'icath mileage of each of them at the present day

given in the foregoing table, with the range of
cars when each type was installed.

Probably the most important cable route in the
mntry is that between London and Birmingham,
he history of this route gives a good indication of
ie growth of the whole trunk network. In all, some

sequent cables were laid in earthenware ducts. The
third cable, the L-BM-Liverpool, was laid in
1914-15 and was again a composite cable of 2 pairs
of 3OO-lb., 14 pairs of 2OO-lb., 12 pairs of i5O-lb.
and 24 pairs of loo-lb. conductors, all in multiple
twin formation. This was recovered in 1930 to
make way for a replacing L-BM-Liverpool cable
comprising four screened 4O-lb. pairs and 352 pairs
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L-BM I
(QUAD)

1897-98

L-BM 4
(TWIN)

1897-98

L-BM 2
(RECOVERED)

1908-09

L-BM-LV
(RECOVERED)

I9I4-S5

L-BM-LV
1930-3! L-BM 3

1935-36

Fig. 8. Types of long-distance cables

L-OF4&5
AND

B M - O F I & 2
1940-41

L-BM 4
1946-47

in star-quad form of 25-lb. conductors. Both of
these were audio cables. The L-BM 3, laid in
1935-36, was the first coaxial cable to be provided
in this country. It contains four coaxial tubes each
o.450-in. internal diameter of outer conductor,
with four 4<D-lb. screened and twelve 25-lb. pairs.
The next cables, laid in 1940-41, were two 24-pair
carrier cables via Oxford and finally in 1946-47 the
television cable previously referred to was laid.
Short sample ends of each of these cables are
shown in Figure 8.

Cable Sheaths
The life of any paper-core telephone cable is

dependent primarily on the ability of its sheath to
form an effective barrier against water. To be
satisfactory, a cable sheath must meet several
requirements. For instance, it must have sufficient
flexibility and strength to allow the cable to be
placed on or removed from a drum of reasonable
diameter several times without injury. Abrasion
during drawing into a duct is reduced to some
extent by lubrication, but the sheath must be able
to withstand the rather severe bending and twisting
necessary in running round manholes and cable
chambers and in setting up for jointing. When it

is installed, vibration and temperature changes
tend to cause fatigue and creepage.

The sheath must also be as resistant as possible
to corrosion, which tends to occur when direct (as
opposed to alternating) currents leave the sheath
or when the soil or water in contact with the sheath
is chemically active to it.

A further requirement of the sheath is as a shield
against electric and magnetic fields, to reduce
inductive interference from power lines. Under
certain conditions, a power line, when operating
normally, can introduce noise into adjacent tele-
phone circuits and this may upset signalling and
seriously degrade speech. A fault on a power line
will also cause abnormally high currents to flow,
which can induce very high voltages in nearby
telephone cables. Precautions must be taken against
these, to safeguard the staff working on the
circuits, as well as the equipment. A metal sheath
considerably reduces these deleterious effects,
provided the resistance of the sheath itself and its
resistance to earth are low.

Lead
Since the introduction of the paper-core cable,

lead has been the standard material for cable

•.'•>.eathing. It is easily extruded and readily lends
: i self to soldering, so that maintaining the con-
i.nuity of the sheath at joints by means of lead

l ..-eves offers no difficulty. Pure lead is improved in
-, resistance to fatigue by the addition of a small
'•entity of antimony and it is usual to employ a
:d alloy of about 99.9 per cent, lead and o.i per

,-: i t . antimony. Where there is vibration, the
i: nony content is increased to about i per cent.
.cse sheaths give sufficient mechanical protec-

in for installation in most underground ducts and
•ovide an effective water barrier and sufficient
.elding against external inductive disturbances.
hey are susceptible to corrosion in damp en-
ronments, however, particularly if stray electric
irrents or corrosive soil conditions exist. It is
,-cessary, in certain areas, therefore, to protect the
.id sheath by applying a covering, usually
insisting of two layers of hessian tape and two
, ers of paper, thoroughly impregnated with
tumen compound.
To facilitate the installation of protected cable
ducts, a graphite finish is given, to act as a

.bricant during drawing-in. With stray or self-
nerated direct currents, corrosion occurs mainly
here the current leaves the cable, and although
ich currents are in practice often small, of the
ider of 10-20 milliamps, they flow continuously.
'he problem is better appreciated when it is
alised that a current of 10 milliamps flowing from
cable for a year will remove ,' Ib. of lead; a loss
ilich may not be uniformly distributed, but
•>tricted to the small area where the current is
•iving the sheath.

•isulating Gaps
The condition leading to corrosion can some-

aies be corrected by the judicious insertion of
sulating gaps in the lead sheath. A further method

. ' preventing such damage, which has been used
•rgely on the Continent in recent years and which
being tried experimentally in this country, is the

^c of cathodic protection. The aim is to make the
ible sheath slightly negative to earth over its
itire length, so as to prevent currents from leaving
This can be readily done in two ways, either by

>nnecting the cable sheath with a wire lead to an
igot of magnesium buried in the soil a few feet
vay, or by directly applying a voltage between
ic cable sheath and earth by means of a suitable
•ctifier connected to A.C. mains. Magnesium and
ad connected together constitute a simple cell,
le soil forming the electrolyte, and current will

flow from the magnesium through the soil to the
lead sheath and back through the wire connection.
In this way it is the magnesium that gradually
corrodes away and the lead sheath is preserved.

Polythene
Since the war, the high price of lead and the

possibility of a scarcity have indicated the import-
ance of investigating the suitability of other
materials for sheathing cables. Considerable devel-
opments were made during the war years in plastics
and this is a promising field. All plastics, however,
permit the passage of water vapour to some
degree, but in this respect polythene seems the
most suitable choice, as its rate of diffusion of water
vapour is lower than that of other available plastics.
Polythene is a polymer of ethylene, in which
molecules of ethylene are linked together to form
long chains, and is a tough, white, translucent
material, which can be readily extruded at a
temperature of about 140 C. It is flexible and
resistant to most chemicals. It will deteriorate,
however, if exposed to sunlight and to overcome
this it is customary to add a small amount of
carbon black.

Up till now, polythene has not been used alone
for sheathing paper-core cables, as a metallic sheath
has been considered necessary as a water barrier.
Several trunk cables, however, have been laid in
this country with an outer sheath of polythene over
an inner sheath of thin lead, which has given a
saving of lead of some 25 per cent, over that
which would have been required had the cable been
sheathed with lead of normal thickness, but the
cable is slightly larger—a disadvantage where duct
space is limited.

An all-polythene cable has been developed for
the smaller sixes of subscribers'distribution cables
from i pair to 50 pairs. In this cable, polythene is
used for the insulation of the individual wires as
well as for the sheath. It is rather larger than the
corresponding lead-sheath paper-insulated cable
and has a little higher capacitv, but as it is intended
for use mainly between pillars and distribution
poles and for direct underground distribution to
subscribers, these disadvantages can be tolerated.
It is rather cheaper than the equivalent lead-
covered paper cable and has the advantage of being
flexible.

-.Photographs bv courtesy of Standard Telephones and
Cable;, Ltd.}



Training Traffic Staff
at the Headquarters School

,S. /. Marsh, Principal of the School

THE DUTIES OF THE TRAFFIC STAFF COVER A
wide range of subjects, calling for some
acquaintance with almost every aspect of the

telephone service. They require an understanding
of the general principles of the technical side and
an expert knowledge of operational matters and of
the processes by which exchange staffing, equip-
ment, trunks and junctions are related to the needs
of the traffic. They call for a flair for staff relations,
some skill in management and the ability to write
succinct letters and reports.

Assistant Traffic Superintendents are recruited
from many branches of the Post Office by selection
or limited competition, but their previous
experience rarely touches on more than a small
part of their new duties, while a number are
recruited from outside the Post Office by open
competition. It has therefore been recognised since
the earliest days of the traffic staff that a recruit to
this staff must be given a very thorough training if
there is not to be a long period of partial ineffec-
tiveness while he learns his job the hard way.

When taking over the telephone service in 1911,
the Post Office followed the practice of the National
Telephone Company in allotting a period of
twelve months for training "exchange managers",
who were the predecessors of the present traffic
staff. After the first World War, there was a period
when the need for traffic staff in the rapidly
expanding service was so pressing that training
went by the board for a time, but in 1925 a reserve
of training posts for Assistant Traffic Superin-
tendents was set up, the posts and training res-
ponsibility being shared between 14 Telephone
District Offices. The full training period was about
nine months. A quotation from the Headquarters
papers on the proposed training course reads
rather surprisingly today : "The training seems to
cover all essential features except automatic
working. It seems desirable that some mention
should be made of this phase of the service".

The original training course was given entirely
in the field, but it included three features that still
have their counterparts in the present system. The
training began with instruction in switchboard
operating; it included a period at the Engineer-in-
Chief's automatic school and a Traffic Superin-
tendent was nominated in each training district to
be responsible for oversight of the student's
progress, but the system suffered from the dis-
advantage common to " training on the job", that
it was apt to become a minor responsibility of those
giving the instruction. Partly as a result of the
second report of the Westbury Committee, which
reviewed the Telecommunications Traffic organ-
isation, and partly in the light of some centralised
traffic training schemes evolved in Regions, the
need for a national Traffic Training School was
considered in 1940. Detailed plans were made
during the war and the Headquarters Traffic
Training School opened in 1945. It was housed in
the Avenue Exchange building in Great Tower
Street, London, and formed part of the Inland
Telecommunications Department. Its first job was
to provide rehabilitation courses for over 200
demobilised traffic men.

Facilities at the School
The accommodation consists of lecture rooms,

offices, a common room (equipped for use as a
lecture room if required) and a demonstration
room. The demonstration room is a source of some
pride to the School staff and is of great value for
practical illustration of the working of the apparatus
described in the lectures. A general view is shown
in the photograph. On the left are the private
manual branch exchange installations, C.B.9,
25-line, 65-line and lA boards, on the right are
examples of most of the common plan-number
extensions, a cordless switchboard and a house
exchange system, and at the far end is some
portable equipment for use in the lecture rooms.

General view of demonstration room

Ti' plan-number installations work as extensions
the P.M.B.X. boards, which have exchange
to the non-director exchange equipment

"ed to below. Battery, tone feeds and ringing
'in are supplied from the public exchange in
'iiilding.

l ie non-director equipment, part of which can

fn
lin
re1

cu.

be seen in the other photograph, presents the
unusual spectacle of a uniselector, first selector,
second selector and final selector rack all in one
straight line; this arrangement, though uncon-
ventional, has great assets in presenting the ele-
ments of trunking and inter-switch connection to
the tvro; it avoids the confusion inevitably resulting

Part of the training equipment



from the sheer mass of equipment in a sizeable
working exchange. Connection between racks is
made by way of a small trunk distribution frame
located near the final selector rack. With the aid of
simple grading diagrams in frames on the racks,
grading arrangements—that bugbear of the new-
comer to telephony—can readily be explained. An
exchange line, with associated uniselector, an 'A'
digit hunter, 'A' digit selector, first code switch
and director, is fitted on a rack to be seen on the
right in the picture ; on dialling a suitable four-digit
number on TOWer exchange (the School is a
stone's throw from the Tower of London), the call
is routed via translation '7' to a first selector on the
non-director rack and thence to a working line on
the non-director exchange. Multi-digit translations
are also wired for demonstration purposes.

Students are encouraged to spend any spare
time they may have in the demonstration room,
apart from formal instructional sessions. The
interchange of ideas between students is of much
value, particularly when a class includes people
with previous telephone engineering experience,
whose knowledge is thus made available to their
colleagues.

A recent addition to the equipment is a P.A.B.X.
No. i. (The automatic equipment is shown on the
extreme left of the general view of the demonstra-
tion room.) This is a working installation serving
the School's communication needs, while also
demonstrating the facilities available to telephone
renters.

A unique possession of the School is the scale
model telephone exchange described in the Post
Office Telecommunications Journal of August, 1950.
This is admirably suitable for supplementing the
detail of the demonstration equipment with a
bird's-eye view of the layout of a modern auto-
manual telephone exchange.

The lecture rooms are designed to cater for a
standard class of twelve. This number is found to
be a happy choice for the type of training given in
the School: it is large enough to give a resonable
variety of approach to subjects under discussion,
while being sufficiently small to allow each
member's individual difficulties to be appreciated.
Although it is the aim to form classes from
students with similar prior experience, this is
difficult to achieve in practice. Classes may there-
fore include both Open Competition candidates
and people with previous Post Office experience,
and a large proportion of them contain one or more

women. The variety of approach required from the
instructional staff is stimulating and helps to
maintain the enthusiasm so vital to effective
tuition, particularly of adults.

Layout of Courses
Initial training for A.T.S.s occupies some 27

weeks; about half of this period is spent at the
School, the remainder occupying three weeks at an
operator training centre, early in the course, and
visits to a training area in three spells dispersed
through the remainder of the training time. The
training is based mainly on the four principal
branches of traffic work, namely the traffic design
of exchanges, trunk and junction planning, regula-
tion of exchange staffing and control of the quality
of the service. All these subjects are covered in a
general way in the early stages of the course at the
Headquarters School and are then dealt with in
more detail in the second part of the course at the
School, after the trainees have spent some time in
their training area. Towards the end of the School
tuition, a series of visiting speakers give talks on
subjects allied to traffic work, including the work
of the Clerical and Sales Divisions of Telephone
Managers' Offices, engineering testing and faulting
and the organisation of the Post Office Engineering
Department.

Methods of Instruction
The instructional methods used in the School

range from lectures to mutual discussion, according
to the nature of the subjects covered. An informal
atmosphere is always the aim and students are
encouraged to interrupt with questions on any
point that they have not understood. Liberal use
is made of visual aids, including charts, slides, film
strips and a 16 mm. sound film projector. The
classrooms are filled with modern roller-type
blackboards. The preparation of personal notes is
encouraged, but duplicated material and diagrams
are freely distributed, including specimen exchange
staffing and equipment design cases.

Among Assistant Traffic Superintendents' duties
is the handling by telephone of complaints from
subscribers. This is one of those jobs in which an
ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory, so a
practical exercise follows a short talk on the
principles to be followed when dealing with such
complaints. Each student in turn leaves the lecture
room and is seated in an adjacent room. He
receives there a telephone call from the instructor
in the classroom, who acts as a complainant. The

student deals with the complaint as effectively as
In: can and the conversation is recorded. On return
:o the class he is asked whether he has any "second
ihoughts" and the recording is then transmitted
via a loudspeaker to the assembled class. Discus-
sion follows on the merits and failings of the
student 's handling of the complaint and of the
ourse of action he proposes. This method of

mition has proved consistently successful and
meets with the whole-hearted approval of the
\.T.S.s in training. It should go a long way
i wards lessening the strain on the newly-appointed

i'tticer when he has to deal with his first genuine
omplaint.

Written tests are set at intervals during the
School training; the students' papers are annotated
n the lecturing staff and, when desirable, a session

is devoted to collective instruction in the correct
Approach to the problems. As a variant, a form of
•ral test is used, which is found a useful expedient
or revision of earlier work. Each student in turn

•s presented with a question relating to work
previously covered in instructional sessions and is
:iivited to present his answer orally to the class,
\iking on the temporary status of instructor for the
purpose. He is invited to draw upon the knowledge
it his class (and, if unavoidable, of the School
-taff) . In the process of elucidating the required
.mswers, a large amount of revision is made in a
manner which impresses it upon the minds of both
the temporary lecturers and of their fellow students.
With this type of test and with the verbal com-
plaint training, the maintenance of an informal
,'tmosphere helps materially to lessen the strain
. M I self-conscious trainees.

Traffic Officer Training
In October, 1950, the responsibilities of the

1 leadquarters Traffic Training School were exten-
ded to include the training of recruits to the basic
traffic grade, Traffic Officers. Initial training
follows in style that for A.T.S.s but is, of course,
.horter and not so wide in scope. The classes have
been housed in three classrooms in Ibex House in
the Minories—just by the Tower of London—and
students have used the demonstration room and
recording facilities at the main School. The
accommodation at the main School is now being
extended to take over Traffic Officer training.

Traffic Training in Telephone Areas
Since a large part of the training takes place in

Area offices, close co-ordination of the students'

activities in the School and in the Areas is essential.
To this end, a Traffic Superintendent in each of
the training Areas is nominated to take respon-
sibility for traffic training. He is advised of the
detailed programme of School training of each of
his charges and arranges the curriculum in the
Area to correspond with the student's needs.
Periodical conferences arc held between the School
staff' and the Area Traffic Training Officers to
ensure that the School and Area programmes are
well dovetailed together and to give the Area men
an opportunity to exchange ideas and experience
regarding traffic training.

The training Area has the responsibility of
reporting at the end of the training period whether
or not the student is adjudged suitable for con-
firmation of appointment; the School staff" do, of
course, give their opinions if invited, but it is
considered that since the new recruit will usually
take up duty as part of an Area Traffic Division
staff, an opinion about his aptitude for the job
comes better from an area than from the Training
School—performance in a classroom is not always
a measure of ability on the job.

Specialist and other Training Courses
The School has an important role in providing

specialist training on specific aspects of the work
for more senior traffic personnel and though
initial training is the major continuing commitment,
series of courses on Lines work and Equipment
Design have been conducted and further courses
of similar character are in prospect. Among other
types of instruction provided may be mentioned
talks to Sales staff on traffic aspects of their work,
courses for Army Signals Officers and for selected
Accountant-General's Department staff', and
"junior traffic" courses for officers-in-charge of the
larger telephone exchanges. Visits are paid to the
Engineering Department Central Training School
at Stone, to talk to engineers about working
relationships between traffic and engineering staffs
in the Areas.

No doubt the present centralised training scheme
for traffic staff' falls short of the ideal in many
respects. For instance, it would be most desirable
to have residential facilities, so that full advantage
could be taken of the interchange of ideas between
students in their off-duty periods. Nevertheless,
the present scheme is a great improvement on pre-
war arrangements and at least the foundations of
adequate training of traffic staff have been well and
trulv laid.
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Choosing a Site
for a Telephone Exchange

R. L (,iles

Telecommunications Krancli, South-Western Region

PRACTICALLY THE ONLY FEATURE OF A
building that cannot be altered is its location.
It is not surprising, therefore, that quite a lot

of thought goes into the choice of site. If you were
going to build a house, for example, you would
consider whether a particular site was in a suitable
district, whether there were shopping facilities
reasonably near at hand and whether it was on or
near a bus route. Should you want to set up a
business, you would have to consider other factors,
such as the existence of a good market for your
wares and the degree of competition to be expected.
Few establishments can rival a telephone exchange
in the exacting nature of its site requirements.
Here is an outline of the problems involved and
how the Post Office tackles them.

The method of defining the area to be served by
one telephone exchange is beyond the scope of this
article, but it is relevant to say that the numbers of
subscribers' lines connected to various exchanges
vary from a dozen or so to upwards of 10,000. In
spite of this wide variation in the size of exchanges,
however, the basic requirements remain the same.

To appreciate the difficulty of getting a telephone
exchange in the right place, it is necessary to have
some idea of how subscribers' lines are connected
to it. There must be an individual pair of wires
from each telephone (or pair of telephones sharing
service) to the exchange, and these are carried in
multiple-pair cables which get progressively larger
as they approach the exchange (Figure i). Cables
are among the most expensive items of telephone
equipment and it is of prime importance, therefore,
to adopt the most economical layout. It is possible
to calculate mathematically a theoretical point from
which all subscribers in the area could be served
with the minimum amount of cable. Take two
-imple examples (Figure 2):—

Example i.—Let us suppose that all the sub-
scribers to be served are disposed at equal
intervals round a circle. It requires no mathe-
matical analysis to show that the ideal site for
the exchange is at the centre of the circle.

Example 2.—Now suppose there are two
systems as in Example i, of similar size and
adjacent to one another. It is fairly obvious that
the ideal site would be at the mid-point of the
line joining the centres of the circles.

Fig, i. Local distribution cabling
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In practice, an infinite number of variations of
ihc.se examples occur and each exchange area is
con--idered individually.

So far, we have considered the problem as though
\ve were going to install a completely new system
and lay our cables in ideal positions. However, the
Ky l i site (or "theoretical centre", as it is called)

exchange should be built to ensure that these costs
are not exceeded. A typical "Area of Search" map
is illustrated in Figure 3.

So far, we have considered only the location
aspect of a telephone exchange site. The most
obvious of the other qualifying factors is that it
should be large enough. The telephone needs of

THEORETICAL THEOPtTICM.
CEWTRfl

Fig. 2. Simple examples, showing the theoretically ideal site for an exchange

TO EXCHANGE

P i \ not be practical. For example, it might be in
a ! impossible place—the middle of a lake, perhaps.
A ,n, nowadays, when we want a new exchange,
n .st of the cables are already laid. Further, the
j sctical considerations of laying new cables must
b taken into account. The necessary adjustments
• 1 give us a "practical centre", where we should,
r possible, build our exchange.

Unfortunately, the chances of being able to find
an available site right on the practical centre are
r i ihe r remote, except perhaps in a scattered, rural
district, and the next step is to decide how? far from
n we can build effectively. In other words, we
c rtine an "area of search". If we place our exchange
anywhere but on the practical centre we incur
"iiut-of-centre" line-plant costs and, obviously, the
i :i'ther we go from the practical centre the
i ;gher these costs will be. The rate at which the
usts increase with distance is not the same in all
irections, however. Geographical features and the
istribution of potential subscribers throughout

•he area affect the issue. Again, we have to
,insider existing cables. We are denied, therefore,
uch simple definitions as, for example, "within
oo yards of the practical centre". Acceptable
out-of-centre" line-plant costs for the exchange
re calculated according to the size of the exchange
nd a map is marked to show the area in which the

areas where it is expected that not more than 800
lines will be required within fifteen years are met
by the provision of unit automatic exchanges.
These are housed in standard buildings, for each
type of which there is a standard size of site.

For example, if the expected 15-year develop-
ment were 750 lines, a U.A.X. No. 14 would be
appropriate; this would probably be accommodated
in an F type standard building, which would need
a site 75 ft. 120 ft. behind the building line
(Figure 4). For larger exchanges, the accommoda-
tion required at the 2O-year date is worked out in
detail and from this information the Ministry of
Works Architect determines the size of site that will
be needed. Present policy with regard to the size
of sites is, broadly, to acquire one large enough
(a) to accommodate a proposed U.A.X. plus a
replacing U.A.X. of the next larger size, or (b} for
individually designed exchanges, to provide for an
initial building that will suffice for 20 years, with
site space for 100-150 per cent, extension.

The location and size of the site having been
decided, the search for a suitable plot of land
begins. The Ministry of Works undertakes this
job, as agent for the Post Office, frequently
enlisting the aid of local authorities, who are them-
selves interested from the point of view of town
and country planning.



Fig. 3. A typical area of search

In many cases, more than one site which
satisfies the primary qualifications of location and
size come to notice, and the comparative merits of
each are then assessed. The factors considered at
this stage include the following:

\a] Can the cables be led on to the site con-
veniently ?

< .b) Is there suitable access for vehicles and staff?

Fig. 4 U.A.X. 14 in F type bui lding

Is the price reasonable and can the site be
developed architecturally at reasonable cost ?
Is there any risk of flooding ?
Are there industrial undertakings nearby
that might give rise to pollution of the
atmosphere or excessive humidity ? (These
effects are injurious to telephone exchange
equipment.)
Are main electricity, gas, water and sewage
services available ?
Are security considerations, if" any, satisfied ?
If operating staff' will be employed, is the
neighbourhood suitable and are reasonable
transport facilities available ?

I f , as sometimes happens in built-up areas, an
exhaustive search fails to reveal any suitable sites
within the area of search, an extended "Area of
Search" map is prepared on a similar basis to the
original, but allowing for higher "out-of-centre"
line-plant costs. In extremely difficult places, this
process may have to be repeated.

When a site is decided upon as that which best
meets the many conditions we have discussed, as
well as any others that may arise in specific cases,
the concurrence of the local authority's Planning
Officer is needed. Assuming this is obtained,
negotiations with the owner of the land may begin.

The difficulties that can arise from this stage to
the final settlement of the purchase would fill a
book, but they have no place in this article.
Sufficient has perhaps been said, however, to make
one wonder how the Post Office manages to obtain
any suitable sites at all! In finding a telephone
exchange site, the percentage of the work that
proves to be abortive is high and the disappoint-
ments are many, so the next time you see or hear
of a new exchange being opened, spare a thought
for the Post Office and Ministry of Works staff' who
were "in on the ground floor", and to whom so
much credit is due.

L.T.R.'s l,(isi

On the 6th October, Southfleet, the last magneto
telephone exchange in the London Telecom-
munications Region, was converted to automatic-
working. Serving less than 200 subscribers in a
rural area near Gravcsend, Southfleet is now an
unattended automatic exchange.

Maintaining XG.OOO Miles
of Submarine Cable

l.)<si«i'ii and \\ork. of C. S. Stanley tni>'icin
./. /. Snuilc. /;.».. M.I.!•:.!•:.

l:n^inc<'r-iii-Clti('f. (.]al>l<> and I f irt'Icss. Lid.

* ^ABLF AND WIRELESS, LTD., OWNS SOME
I 155,000 miles of cable spanning the North
V. and South Atlantic, the Mediterranean and
t l i Ind ian and Pacific Oceans.

.1 maintain these cables, the Company owns
ar operates a fleet of eight cable ships, based at
-, os^ic points throughout the world, so that there
M be the minimum delay in restoring an
i > • rupted cable. Two of the fleet are Admiralty
c, :c ships bought and converted after the war to
r ..ice losses during the decade 1935-45. Cable
s • Edward Wils/UKV, built in 1948, was the latest
a ; ; i ion until C.S. Stanley Angwin, her sister ship,
\ , launched on February nth, 1952.

he launching was at Newcastle and was per-
|, ined by Lady Angwin, who named the vessel
;.• •;' her husband, Sir Stanley, Chairman of the
( mmonwealth Telecommunications Board,
1 -;ierly Chairman of Cable and Wireless, Ltd.,
a previously F^ngineer-in-Chief of the General
1 t Office from 1939 to 1946.

1 his vessel is the twenty-second cable-ship to
t ^uiltby Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richardson,
Li.!. , at their Neptune Yard. Her principal dimen-
s: 'ns are:—

Length overall ... 315 feet
Beam .. . . . . 41 feet
Load draught ... 19 feet
Gross tonnage ... 2,530 tons
Range ... ... 10,000 miles
Service speed ... icy knots.

A clipper stem carries three "V" shaped cable-
- eaves and the anchors are housed in pockets to

; oid obstruction when paying out the cable.
Two independent cable gears, which work at

' i i l boiler pressure, are fitted abreast on the main
•ck forward. The windlass engine is fitted in a
parate compartment on the main deck, having
ible lifters on the upper deck worked by vertical
lafting from the engine below. A capstan head is
ted on the centre line on the upper deck for-

ward and a warping capstan port and starboard at
the after end.

Electric power is supplied by two steam-driven
generators and one Diesel-driven set, each having
an output of 40 kW. at 220 volts D.C.

The main propelling machinery, which is aft,
consists of two triple-expansion engines designed
to develop 1,450 i.h.p. collectively at about 104
r.p.m. on trial. Steam is supplied by two oil-fired
Scotch marine boilers generating saturated steam
at 220 Ib. per sq. in. under forced-draught con-
ditions.

She is provided with three cable tanks capable of
storing some 400 miles of deep-sea cable. Her
complement of officers and crew is 114.

Accommodation is provided on the bridge deck
for the Captain and senior officers, while cabins
for the ship's officers and engineers are on the
upper deck.

A dining saloon and separate lounge and an
engineers' duty mess are provided. The Petty
Officers and crew, with their respective messes, are
berthed on the main deck and upper deck aft. Hot
water showers are available to officers and crew.

Forced ventilation, steam heated when necessary,
is arranged throughout all accommodation.

Among the amenities for the officers and crew is
a sound reproducing system comprising a broad-
cast receiver and a gramophone unit with five
loudspeakers, with an aerial-splitter equipment,
which enables individual private wireless receivers
on board to share one common aerial system.

A spacious testing-room is provided with all the
necessary electrical apparatus for testing cables.
High-precision instruments are provided for locat-
ing faults and breaks in cables and for indicating
whether the insulation of the cables is up to stan-
dard. Telegraphic sending and receiving instru-
ments are also provided, so that communication
can be carried on between ship and shore through
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a cable under repair, when the end of the cable is
on board. All these instruments are very delicate
and it is essential that they should be kept dry and
as free as possible from vibration. Precautions have
been taken to ensure these conditions as far as
practicable in the Testing Room.

Ample cupboard and filing space is also provided
in the Testing Room, to accommodate the necess-
ary records of the cables to be repaired in the area
covered by this vessel. Some 50 cables are involved,
varying in length from a few miles to over 3,500
miles, with a total mileage of over 56,000.

Full details are kept, not only of the original
laying of each cable, but of every repair under-
taken. These records give mechanical and electrical
details of every length of cable laid and a com-
prehensive report of every repair carried out. A
simplified arrangement of filing has been provided,
so that these records are readily available for
reference purposes and for correction following
every repair.

Some 250 cable-charts are supplied, showing the
position of every cable and each repair that has
been carried out.

The latest navigational aids arc supplied,
including gyro-compass, Chernikeeff distance and
speed log, radar, deep-sea and shallow-water echo-
sounding apparatus and a comprehensive radio
installation.

Stitnlcv Aiigtvin, after loading cable in London,
will leave this country for the Far East, where she
will replace the Company's old C.S. Recorder,
which, after fifty years of service, has now returned
to this country and has been sold for breaking up.

The new vessel will be stationed at Singapore,
where she will be responsible for maintaining the
vital Australian cable routes both across the
Pacific and via Singapore and Cocos. Her area of
operations will cover from the East Coast of
Africa to Singapore, Australia and across the
Pacific to Vancouver and in the China sea to
Hong Kong and Manila.

Only a vessel with an extensive steaming range
such as Stanlcv Ang-icin can undertake these long
passages without refuelling.

In addition to ordinary cable repairs, Stanley
Align-in will assist in the Company's programme of
renewals and the modernisation of some of the
older cables. For this programme, a total of some
1,500 miles of cable are required annually for
ordinary repairs and a further 1,500 miles for
renewals. The majority of cable required for this
purpose is manufactured in London and supplies
are periodically freighted from London to the
Company's various cable depots throughout the
world. At Singapore, however, the Company owns
a small cable-factory, now being rebuilt and
modernised. It is hoped that this new factory will
be in full production by the end of 1952, when
Stanley Angtcin will receive all her necessary sup-
plies of cable from that source.

She has started cable work early in her career,
for, on passage out to Singapore, she has carried
out repairs in the Red Sea. A heavy programme
of operations is ahead, with the prospect of visiting
many strange lands and little-frequented waters.
She will continue, as her many predecessors, to
maintain the highest degree of efficiency, which
has been the Company's motto for so many
generations.

(Deck plan bv courtesy of the Editor of " Zodiac "
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NOTTINGHAM
TELEPHONE AREA

The Nottingham Telephone Area
which comprises some 1,200 square
m//es, includes the County Boroughs of
Nottingham and Derby, the Shire of
Nottingham and some 500 square miles
of Derbyshire, with its beautiful hi//s and
dales.

The industries are varied, ranging from
the manufacture of face and artificial
silktothe heavy industries of iron works,
coal mining, prcdjction of locomotives,
aero engines and motor-car engines.

Agricultural interests are centred in
Derbyshire and the northern part of
Nottinghamshire.

The Area contains 97 exchanges, of
which 71 are automatic, serving over
66,500 exchange connections and
107,000 stations — an increase of
32,000 fines and 54,000 stations since
September, (939.

The total area staff, including en-
gineering grades, is 1,318, while the
supervising and operating force num-
bers 984 in addition.

G 'ILDFORD TELEPHONE AREA

he earliest line of communication
le; in this country is the Old Road.
A1 ng it travelled pre-Roman Britons
sc king new settlements. Much later
tf Road was called the Pilgrim's Way,
br ause of its use by Chaucer's pilgrims,
ti veiling to Canterbury "the holy bliss-
fu martyr for to seek '. The Old Rood
con still be traced along the North
Downs—the principal geographical fea-
ti re in a telephone Area of 750 square
rn</es.

The Area is mainly residential,
community life being centred on
Guildford, Aldershot, Basingstoke.Com-
b"-'ey, Dorking, Farnham, Godalming,
f 'J5/emere and Woking. Light industry
r < " > lately been attracted to most
t"wns, notably Basingstoke and Woking.
Aidershot and Camberley are well-
I 'own in military history. There is
< 'orywhere a lively farming industry.

As modern successors of those who
' ode the Old Road, we now provide
• iephone communications through 69
i <changes, serving 66,300 telephones.
' he Staff (excluding operators) numbers
•35 and the annual revenue approaches

'• ,000,000.
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Submarine Cables: Loeation of
Faults

l\ R. ttray, )/.».(/-://A'.). i.M.l.K.K.. and i. T. Storold,

Cable 7V.s7 Section. !>.().K.I).

SUBMARINE CABLES HAVE ALWAYS REPRE-
sented a heavy capital investment, which has
been justified by the heavy rate of usage with

a reasonable charge per call or message.

In spite of the fact that radio links now carry
part of the load, development, both in cables and
associated apparatus, is continuously directed to
making each individual cable link do more and

more work in a given time. Thus the Anglo-
Dutch No. 6 telephone cable at present is handling,
in peak traffic conditions, up to 84 simultaneous
calls, and telegraph submarine cables commonly
work in both directions simultaneously at 200
words a minute.

It follows that the breakdown of a submarine
cable can have a serious effect on traffic and revenue,
even though temporary re-routing is nearly always
possible, and a repair must be effected as soon as
possible. The first need is to determine the position
of the fault, so that if a cable-ship is required, it
may be sent to grapple and raise the cable close to
the fault position. Although a submarine cable
fault on a given system is fortunately not quite
an every-day affair, in the aggregate it is by no
means a rare occurrence. In 1951, for instance,
there were 66 faults in telephone cables, and an
average of one fault per day in the 150,000 nauts
(170,000 land miles) of British-owned telegraph
cables throughout the world. These figures refer
to cables in G.P.O. and Cable and Wireless
maintenance. The main routes from the British
Isles are illustrated in a general manner in Figure i.
On each route there are usuallv several cables.

Types of Cables
Before discussing fault location, it might be

interesting to have a look at some types of sub-
marine cables and to consider the purposes for
which they were designed.

pos.,.s at the present time, consist of one or more

Fig. I. Diagrammatic map of main submarine cable routes
ceiegraph and telephone) from the British isles .]]All fnr-tor rvnrpur-

[ ja tcJ . conductors armoured overall by steel
.• es '1'hey differ one from another, however, in

vvl j,,lU,r." insulating material (dielectric) and
C° o,j ;a of armouring, depending on the job they
LjVl. H. Jo. In the examples shown in Figure 2,
ve h:i '-' cross-sections of:

>d A deep-sea telegraph cable, of medium-size
orc with gutta-percha dielectric. Here the

c
rliu,,;nng has to provide the necessary strength

to enable the cable to be laid in and lifted from great
depths, which may be as much as 3,000 fathoms
(3,1, statute miles).

(b] A telegraph cable for intermediate depths.
The core is the same size as in (a), but the armour-
ing is heavier, to protect the core against the
damage which is more likely in shallow waters.
For example, off the European coast is a "shelf"
which has a maximum depth of a few hundred
fathoms only, and the edge of the shelf is a
favoured fishing ground for trawlers. Even heavier
armouring is employed in very shallow waters and
at landing points.

(c) A multi-pair telephone cable, the Anglo-
French 1939, designed for i2-circuit carrier
working, consisting of two groups (7 quads and
16 pairs) separated by a concentric screen. Each
of the 14 pairs of the inner group, in conjunction
with the corresponding pairs in the outer group,
can carry twelve simultaneous conversations in
each direction. Each conductor is comparatively
light in weight (47 Ib. per nautical mile) and insu-
lated by a lapping of paper in such a way that the
medium immediately around the conductor is
mainly air. The complete core is enclosed by a
rubber-covered lead sheath. The heavy armouring
wire is typical for English Channel and North Sea
cables, where they are very liable to be hooked
by ships' anchors. In a cable having this type of
core, delay in effecting a repair when the covering
and sheath are broken means that a greater length
of cable becomes unusable owing to water
penetration.

(d] A solid-dielectric coaxial cable, which might
perhaps be regarded as a standard for the British
Post Office. It is not unlike a telegraph cable in
construction, but the insulating material is either
Paragutta or, more recently, Telcothene. This is a

trade name for a type of polythene*. Both these
materials, and in particular the latter, have a much
smaller electrical loss at higher frequencies than
natural gutta-percha. Over the dielectric, this cable
has a coaxial return conductor, which plays an
essential part in a system designed to operate at
frequencies much higher than the 60 kc. s. limit
of i2-circuit carrier telephony. It is into this type

Fig. 2. Cross-sections of typical submarine cables, telegraph
and telephone types

of cable that submerged repeaters have been
inserted, to increase still further its traffic-handling
capacity.

(e) An air-spaced coaxial cable; the electrical
loss introduced by this type is even less than that
of the cable described in (d\ partly by virtue of
the air space around the inner tubular conductor
and partly by the increase in the cross-sectional
dimensions of the inner and outer copper tubes.
The solid centre conductor is not a part of the
main transmission path. When armoured, the
diameter overall is 2.75 inches and this (as in
example (c)) is approaching the upper limit of size
which cable ships can be expected to handle, at



least for cables with an air space. This type of
cable has been laid to Holland and Belgium.

Types of Faults

Damage to either the dielectric or the conductor
can result in the transmission being so adversely
affected that the cable becomes faulty. When a
cable is completely broken, it is usual to find that
the inner conductor (or conductors) is earthing to
some degree. Occasionally, the conductor breaks
while the dielectric remains whole under tension,
so that in solid-dielectric cables, on finally breaking,
the conductor end may be sealed from the water.
A similar type of fault arises, from the electrical
point of view, when a conductor joint parts with-
out the cable being broken. For a multi-pair cable,
in the latter case, there will almost certainly be
some good wires still jointed through at the fault
point.

If the dielectric be damaged and the cable not
broken, a conductor may have quite a high resist-
ance fault to earth. Even in the case of single-core
cables, this does not stop transmission completely,
but it has an unfortunate effect on the speed of
working of telegraph cables. Battery conditions
have to be specially arranged to keep the fault
resistance high, and often duplex (two-way)
working is not possible.

Conductors may develop high-resistance con-
nections at joints. This fault is more likely to occur
in telephone cables having many lightweight con-
ductors, but it happens on occasions in telegraph
cables. In the former case, it can lead to a noisy
circuit and to interference between circuits.
Interference can also occur in multi-pair cables,
due to incorrect jointing during a repair, and great
care has to be taken to ensure that cable wires are
connected correctly and in suitable groups. Yet
another fault peculiar to such cables is a wire-to-
wire or a wire-to-screen contact. (These cables
often contain a screen or screens to separate
circuits in different groups.)

Cables may be damaged by heavy seas close
inshore, chafing on rocks, wrecks, moving sand-
banks, earth tremors, ships' anchors and trawls.
Even in depths where most of these are extremely
unlikely, if the armouring wires are weakened by
corrosion, the core may be unable to withstand
tensions that normallv the cable could carry with

Sometimes a cable may be kinked during laying
or repair operations in deep water, particularly
when a final splice is slipped. The teeth of fish
have been found in the dielectric, having literally
found a chink in the armour, and the brass tape
sometimes wrapped round the core of a telegraph
cable is placed there not specifically as a return
conductor, but to protect the gutta-percha against
the depredations of the teredo, a burrowing
mollusc.

Direct-Current Methods of Fault Location
From the early days of submarine telegraphy,

especially at the time of the first Atlantic cables,
it was realised that means must be found for
estimating the position of a fault. It was then that
the basic principles of the majority of direct-
current tests were laid down, and subsequent work
was largely a matter of modification and improve-
ment in detail. Wheatstone's bridge was already
known, of course, but the problem of measuring
resistance and capacitance independently on long
cables, in the presence of various disturbing
factors, was found to be one that was not too
easily solved.

Suppose a single-core cable be broken and the
conductor earthing. It would seem to be reason-
ably simple to measure the resistance to the break
and divide by the resistance per unit length to
give the distance from the measuring end, but in
fact the result can be seriously affected by several
things. For instance, there is usually a difference
of electrical potential between the earth connection
on the measuring set and the earth at the fault, due
to the sea acting as a moving conductor in the
earth's magnetic field, to magnetic disturbances or
to man-made interference from electric traction or
transmission systems. For working purposes, the
effect is largely overcome by having a twin or
triple core cable for the first few miles out to sea
and using the extra cores as connections to special
earthing arrangements at their ends, but when
making measurements it is always necessary to
employ a test which eliminates the effect of the
potential difference, even on occasions when the
"sea earth" can be utilised. This test entails
balancing the Wheatstone bridge to a false or
electrical zero; that is, the required condition of
balance is that the deflection of the indicating
instrument, usually a mirror galvanometer, should
be unaltered by the application of the testing
battery. The galvanometer must be provided with

a specially wide range of torsion control, to enable
the turning effect of the unwanted potential
difference to be opposed to a reasonable degree,
in order that the full sensitivity of the galvanometer
can be employed. Care has to be taken that any
chai--je effect due to switching the battery circuit
sha!i not damage the galvanometer and that
suf f i c i en t time be given for the charge (or dis-
clrr :'c') current to decrease to such a low value
thai ;s does not affect the deflection. It has to be
assumed that the earth potential difference remains
con ,unit during each false-zero balance.

Another trouble arises from the behaviour of
the fault itself. The combination of copper con-
d i k i ' i r , sea water and steel armouring forms an
elcL'.nc cell having internal resistance. Chemical
changes known as polarisation take place in this
celi when current passes through it, and these
manifest themselves as a change in the resistance.
Th. faul t resistance will appear as a direct error
in i h e estimate of distance, unless its value can be
determined and subtracted from the apparent line
resistance. This can be done provided that the
resistance of the fault varies with the value of the
testing current and that the law of variation can
be determined. Quite a number of tests have been
introduced, some of which assume a law of some
type or other, and it is a matter of experience
which test best applies in given circumstances.

Any test conditions that might cause a sudden
change in the fault resistance (such as a reversal
of current) are usually best avoided. In the
majority of cases, the fault behaves better with
the negative pole of the testing battery connected
to line.

For insulated conductor breaks, the location
test consists in measuring the capacitance of the
cable. For lengths up to 50 miles or so, a direct
deflection method may be used, in which galvano-
meter readings obtained on charging the cable and
charging a standard capacitor are compared. On
longer cables this method becomes increasingly
inaccurate, owing to the time constant of the
circuit, and the more elaborate Kelvin or Gott
methods are used.

For faults where the line is partly earthing but
s t i l l continuous, an "overlap" test is used. Each
terminal station balances alternately with the same
v a l u e of current, the end closer to the fault having

extra resistance inserted in the line. It is essential
that the fault be affected by the testing current
only, and therefore signalling, except by observa-
tions of this current, is avoided. The aim of the test
is to work up to a value of added resistance which,
considered in conjunction with the resistance of
the line, places the fault in a symmetrical position
relative to the similar bridges at each end. This
test, which may well be carried out with the

FREQUENCY C/S

Fig. 3- Typical impedance-frequency curve, showing normal
and fault conditions

co-operating engineers over 1,000 miles apart, has
an artistic as well as a technical merit. It has points
of similarity with the Varley test, which requires
a further connecting link between the testing
points, and the Varley is sometimes used to locate
contact or earth faults on unbroken multi-pair
cables.

When carrying out any of the direct-current
tests just described on board ship, it is necessary
to use galvanometers specially balanced mechani-
cally, in order that false deflections will not be
obtained when the ship rolls or pitches.

There is yet another method of fault location,
which is sometimes employed at cable stations on
the long telegraph routes and may be used for
such troubles as high-resistance joints. When a
telegraph cable is being worked duplex—that is,
simultaneous transmission in both directions—it
is normally necessary to have at each end a net-
work of capacitors and resistors which simulate
the cable. At the low frequencies represented by
telegraph signals, this artificial line has in fact to
be made up of a large number of units, each
representing a few miles of cable, and its purpose
is to balance a bridge to prevent the weak received
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signals from being affected by the strong outgoing
ones. If a change takes place in the cable owing to
a fault, the artificial line no longer truly represents
the cable, and interference between the signals
results. The nature of the fault being known, a
similar fault is introduced in turn at various points
in the artificial line, until the balance is restored,
thus determining the position of the actual fault.
This has some features in common with the

in value until the combined effect of these elements
equals the impedance of the cable circuit at a
selected testing frequency.

If a series of these balances is obtained at differ-
ent frequencies and the impedance values are
plotted, the result for a circuit in good condition
would be something like the dotted line of Figure
3. When a fault such as a cable break occurs, a

I7~ GENERATOR CONNECTED
TO FAULTY WIRES OF CABLE

AMPL'FIER AND GALVANOMETER
N 5HIP

EARTH PLATE

CABLE ON SEA BED

Fig. 4. Detecting the cable by the use of trailing electrodes

impedance-frequency method, now to be described.

Impedance-Frequency Method
It will be appreciated from the previous para-

graphs on D.C. methods that the correct answer
depends to a large extent on the operator's
experience ot the behaviour of the fault resistance.
Although the location is usually accurate to within
a mile, under some fault conditions (such as when
broken cable ends are sticking into ooze) the
change in this resistance value is erratic and
challenges the testing officer's skill in interpreting
its behaviour.

The impedance-frequency method, when cable
conditions allow it to be used, has a decided
advantage, in that the value of the fault resistance
does not appear directly in the test results obtained.
In the hands of an experienced officer, the location
can be made speedily and confidently and this is
important when a cable ship is already on the
cable ground waiting for an answer. The essence
of the method lies in the study of the change in
cable circuit impedance at different frequencies.

To measure circuit impedance, a form of the
familiar Wheatstone bridge is used, in which
capacitance and resistance elements can be adjusted

remeasurement of a circuit in the cable, from the
same station, will show that the dotted line of
Figure 3 has been disturbed, and now it may look
like the full line shown. Since it is the disturbance
of the normal circuit condition at the fault point
that is responsible for this state of affairs, it is
usually attributed to "reflection at the fault".
Looking at the rippling curve of Figure 3, we
observe that the peaks and troughs occur at regular
intervals along the frequency scale and also that
the "swing" of these ripples decreases as the
frequency increases. The frequency interval
depends on two things—one, the velocity of the
test signals sent along the circuit, and two, the
distance of the fault from the measuring station.
If we deliberately introduce into a good circuit a
faulty condition at a known distance (such as the
far-end station), we can observe the frequency
interval and so obtain the velocity value for the
particular circuit being measured. This velocity
value can then be used to locate future faults in
that cable. Such values have been computed, of
course, from measurements made on the majority
of cables in British Post Office maintenance or may
be determined from measurements made after
manufacture.

The decrease in the "swing" of the ripples

to
th

.iuire 3) as the test frequency is increased is due
:hc increased power loss in the cable circuit at
higher frequencies, and this limits the value of
ful test frequency, since the method depends
iccurate determination of the changes from the

- n i a l circuit impedance. However, this is not
serious in the majority of cases, because the

her away the fault point is from the testing end,
--mailer is the frequency interval of the ripple
veen successive peaks or successive troughs,

so a lower frequency will give sufficient
imation.

y for the submarine cable links to near
• mental countries (France, Belgium, Holland

Germany), which are up to 200 miles in
. t h , the lowest test frequency sufficient in
tice is about 300 cycles per second, but applica-
of the principle of this method, using test

iiiencies as low as a few cycles per second, are
. i n investigated, for this would enable faults on
longer telegraph routes to be "seen" at much
iter distances, because of the lower cable loss
-nile at such frequencies.

he reliability of the impedance-frequency
hod is extremely useful for check measurements
n a cable ship. When the ship has cut and lifted
c ends — especially in deep sea work, where
is a lengthy operation — the Commander will

h to know how near the fault is now, so that
.an decide whether to continue to pick up cable
irapple at some other point. This decision can

. in saving of both time and cable.

in the cases of cables fitted with submerged
n Beaters, the impedance-frequency method is still
applicable with only a little extra complication in
the manner of extracting information from the
test results. These submerged repeaters, which at
present are inserted in the cable at about 1 6-mile
i: 'ervals, affect the frequency interval between the
p aks or troughs on the fault curve in the same way
a would the insertion of about 12 miles of similar
t >e cable at that point, although the power loss
i roduced is very small in comparison. An added
c 'f iculty is that a small amount of reflection from
e h junction of cable and repeater is also created,
a ,i so the normal impedance-frequency plot from
e -her end of the system is irregular.

With the question of future fault location in
' nd, then, the circuit impedance is measured in

the first place, as each repeater is inserted into the
cable (this has necessarily to be done from the
commencing end of the route) and, for a four-
repeater cable for instance, four master curves are
obtained. For a later fault condition, the appro-
priate master curve would be used, depending on
the repeater section of cable in which the fault had
occurred. The impedance-frequency values would
be obtained for the faulty cable condition from the
end to which the master curves referred, and fre-
quency by frequency each fault impedance value
would be subtracted algebraically from the
corresponding master-curve value. When these
differences are plotted, a regular ripple, such as in
Figure 3, would be produced, and, allowing for the
known effect of each repeater up to the fault
position, the location can be made. In the Novem-
ber, 1951, issue of this journal, it was explained
how the use of a pulse method could determine
the repeater section that contained a fault. Since
this will probably raise the question of why the
position of a cable fault could not be precisely
determined by pulse methods, it is pointed out
that the efficacy of that method depends on the use
of the successive repeater amplifications to return
the harmonic pulse to the receiver. The use of a
pulse method on a non-repeatered cable is limited
by the relatively high cable loss. The impedance-
frequency method, using a frequency range accord-
ing to its needs, is not limited to the same degree.

Electrode Search Methods
An entirely different aspect of fault location is

the use of towed electrodes, which actually enable
the towing craft to search for the cable position,
as distinct from navigation to a point decided by
electrical measurements from either end of the
route. This method, described as far back as 1923,
consists of connecting a 17 cycles per second
supply (a standard ringing machine would do) be-
tween cable conductor or conductors and earth
at end A of the cable. For the purpose of the test,
the same conductors are connected to earth at the
remote end, B, when the cable is "good", or are
usually so connected via the sea water when the
cable is broken. The path taken by the ly-cycle
current in returning from B to A is mainly via
the sea water, and the fall of potential along this
path is utilised to detect the presence of the cable.
A pair of brass electrodes spaced some distance
apart arc secured to lengths of line sufficient to
clear the disturbing effect of the ship's hull and
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Fig. 5. Ship's manoeuvre to establish the position of a fault on the Bacton-Borkum No. 2 cable

are swept across the area of search. Insulated wire
connections from the electrodes are brought
inboard and connected to the input terminals of a
valve amplifier designed for high sensitivity to
ly-cycle signals. The amplified output is then
rectified and indicated by a galvanometer deflection.
The operation is depicted in Figure 4 (in which
relative sizes have been accommodated to the need
for clarity). The maximum deflection of the gal-
vanometer needle is obtained when the electrodes
are directly over the cable line, so that by proceeding
in a criss-cross fashion (Figure 5) and plotting the
points of maximum deflection, the line of the cable
is charted. In the case of a fault, the maximum
deflections are very much smaller when the fault
has been overshot. The use of the electrode method
is invaluable in charting the inshore section of
submarine cables, where routes converge to enter
the cable house. The question of fashioning the
most effective form of electrode and the production
of a recording unit, which would enable the towing
vessel to proceed along the line of the cable and
have direct indication when it deviated from this
line, has had a preliminary investigation in recent
vears.

It may be mentioned as a point of interest that
successful results have also been obtained in
tracking telegraph cables by towing two lengths
of Paragutta coaxial cable with the ends stripped
for about a fathom, using the exposed conductor
in each case as an electrode.

Finally, it will be realised that much of the
benefit arising from accurate testing is wasted
unless cable records are accurately maintained.
For telegraph cables, in particular, many different
types and sizes of cables are inserted, owing to
repairs over the years, and their lengths and
electrical constants must be recorded and kept
up-to-date. This is not always easy, since on
occasions an unknown length of cable is abandoned
after parting on the repair ship's grapnel, and this
length then has to be estimated from the ship's
position and subsequent electrical tests.
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Partial Call Queuelng
The Canterbury Experiment

I*. C.o\. Inland Telecommunications Dcparlmenl

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNFORTUNATE CALL
(the call that is kept waiting while later
calls are being answered) has existed since

he days of the first introduction of large tele-
• 'hone switchboards, as it is impossible for an
.perator to determine, reliably and consistently,
j.hen a number of calls are awaiting attention,

hich of them has been calling the longest. The
. reater the number of waiting calls, the more

irficult the operator's problem becomes, and the
lore serious the repercussions on the quality of
ervice given to the subscriber. To a certain
xtent, the unfortunate call problem exists at
nanual exchanges (where each calling signal
ppears only once on the switchboard) when
•ositions are unstaffed. It assumes a much greater
iegree of importance at auto-manual exchanges,
mwever, where the fact that calling signals are
epeated at regular intervals, usually every 6 or
2 panels, throughout the answering multiple of
he switchboard results in a greater number of
vailing signals appearing before an operator.

Records at Headquarters show that attention
vas given to the problem of the unfortunate call
is early as 1932. Since then, a considerable amount
if thought has been brought to bear on means of
overcoming it. Many schemes have been examined
ind some of them tried over a number of years,
particularly at auto-manual exchanges, with
varying but not very encouraging results. It is of
course technically possible to design new types of
exchange equipment that will store all calls and
present them to the operators in the order in which
they are made, and the cordless board has been
designed on this principle. The immediate prob-
lem, however, is to devise a system of call queueing
that can be applied to existing switchboards with-
out involving considerable modification to the
switchboard equipment.

The most promising scheme that has been pro-

posed to date is known as " partial call queueing
combined with call suppression". It is hoped that
this scheme, which is at present undergoing trial,
will minimise considerably the problem of the
unfortunate call. A word of warning, however, at
the outset, so that the reader can get the description
that follows "into focus". It has not been claimed
that this scheme will do any more than minimise
the problem of the unfortunate call. It will not
solve the problem, nor will it, by itself, improve
average time-to-answer figures, but it should go a
long way to reducing the risk of calls waiting a
long time before being answered.

The principle of the partial call queueing scheme
is that only a portion of the potential calling signals
appear on the switchboard, the later arrivals being
temporarily stored in the apparatus until the earlier
calls have been answered. The calls are displayed
on the switchboard in batches and at no time will
the total number of glowing calling signals exceed
the pre-determined size of the batch. The answer-
ing of calling signals in any batch is not controlled
and, consequently, the scheme does not provide
for calls to be answered in strict order of arrival,
but it does set a limit on the maximum time it is
possible for a call to wait before being answered.

The apparatus (Figure i shows the front of the
apparatus rack) has been developed as a unit
catering for a maximum of 400 switchboard working
calling equipments and employs i6-bank motor-
driven uniselectors (Figure 2) as queue linefinders.
Facilities are provided for up to 25 calls (including
those displayed) to be queued in the order in
which they arrive at the exchange. It has been
assumed, in the design of the equipment, that there
should be no more than 25 calls awaiting answer
at any one time in an exchange consisting of 400 or
less calling equipments. (A pen recorder was
associated with the equipment at Canterbury—
where the first unit was installed—for the first
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Fig I . The apparatus rack. (For clos;-up of meters, see
Fig. 5.)

few weeks of the trial and this proved that 25
queue places were more than adequate at that
exchange.) If, however, there are more than 25
calls at any one time, the excess calls are retained
in a common pool outside the queue and are
selected, abhough not necessarily in order of
arrival, to rill any queue places that become free;
the design of the equipment is such that there is

no possibility of a call becoming truly "unfortu-
nate" and remaining in the pool. Ringing tone is
returned on all calls waiting in the pool. With the
exception of a supervisor's control panel, all
apparatus associated with the scheme is installed
in the apparatus room.

One of the main attractions of the scheme is
that no modifications to the switchboard are
required, as the calls cause their normal calling
signal to glow when they appear on the switch-
board, and the only difference from an operator's
viewpoint is that there are fewer calling signals at
a time, and also that they may appear in batches
rather than individually. For the purpose of the
field trial, the size of the batch displayed can be
varied from 3 to 11 simultaneous calls by the
operation of a switching device on he control
panel.

No other signals are displayed until Lie call that
has waited the longest has been answered. At Lhi . - ,
stage, other calls that have been retained in the
queue will be displayed on the switchboard up to
the pre-determined size of the batch to be dis-
played. If the batch of calls is answered in reverse
order of arrival in the exchange, no further calls
will be displayed on the switchboard until the last
signal has been answered. The procedure can best
be illustrated by the following examples, assuming
the size of the display has been pre-set at 6, and
there is a total of n calls awaiting answer. The
calling signals of the first batch of 6 calls displayed
are indicated by "o", and the remaining 5 calls
stored (but waiting in the queue) by "X". The
earliest displayed calling signal still unanswered is
called the Head of the Queue (HOO) call.

7 8 9
X X X

ro
X

11
X

(a} Calling signals answered in chronological
order. If call No. i is answered, eall 7 appears
as a calling signal, and No. 2 call becomes the
HOQ call, thus:

8 9
X X

10
X

11
X

If call No. 2 is now answered, call No. 8 appears
as a calling signal and eall No. 3 then becomes
the HOQ call, thus:

9
X

10
X

11
X

and so on, if the calls are answered in strict order
of arrival.

(fe) If, however, the calling signals are answered
in reverse order of arrival (6, 5, 4, 3, 2), the calls
waiting in the queue do not appear as calling
signals until the HOQ call (now the "unfortunate
call") has been answered. The following illus-
trates the position before the last remaining
calling signal (i.e. the HOQ call) of the original
batch has been answered:
i
o

6
o

7 8 9
X X X

10
X

I I
X

c-) It is more probable in actual practice,
however, that the batch of displayed calls is
answered neither in chronological order, nor in
reverse order of arrival, but in random order.
The following illustrates such a case. If, as
before, 11 calls are awaiting answer and 6 are
displayed on the switchboard when, say, calls
Nos. 3, 4 and 5 are answered, the position is
thus:

7 X 9
X X X

10

X
11
X

The display is now only 3 calls with No. i still
as HOQ. If the HOQ call is answered next, No.
2 eall becomes the new HOQ and No. 7 will be
displayed, thus:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : 8 9 10 I I
i ) o 11 o o o o : X X X X

If No. 2 eall is answered next, No. 6 now becomes
HOQ call and Nos. 8, 9, 10 and n will be
displayed, thus:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
O 11 O (1 O O O O O O O

The worst condition that can arise in these
circumstances is that calls Nos. 7—n are
answered before call No. 6, which thus becomes
the eleventh call to be answered; but, as already
explained, it is not possible for any additional
calls to be displayed unti l eall No. 6 has been
answered.

he scheme, therefore, does not eliminate the
.nfortunate call, but by suppressing subsequent
.tiling signals until an earlier one has been
nswered, it does set a limit to the time that the
nfortunate call can remain unanswered, and this
nould prove of material benefit.

The Control Panel (Figure 3) contains the
nllowing three facilities:

Fig. 2. Motor-driven i6-bank unis
linennders

ed as queue

(a) "Sice of Displav" Control. The size of the
batch of displayed calls can be pre-set at any figure
from 3 to ii by the operation of a switching device.
Originally, the maximum size of the batch was 12,
but as the conditions at Canterbury were such that
a batch size of 12 would never be used, the last
key position was utilised to enable the "calls in
queue" indicator to be switched off when not
required. A maximum batch size of n calls is
being maintained on units to be installed at other
exchanges. A key is provided to cut out the partial
queueing and call suppression facility and restore
to normal working.

(b} "Calls in Queue" Indicator. This consists of
25 lamps (labelled o—24) located vertically behind
a pre-cut stencil, the latter being covered by a
translucent plastic screen. Tests are made auto-
matically at 6-second intervals and the appropriate
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Fig. 3. The control panel used in the Canterbury experiment

lamp glows to indicate the number of calls waiting
in the queue (including those displayed) at that
particular instant; this number remains illuminated
until the next test is made. Originally, the testing
interval was 30 seconds, but practical experience
proved that this was too long and it was changed
to 6 seconds. The additional units referred to in
(a) above include a "waiting calls" meter in place
of this indicator, as experience has shown that it is
preferable to give an instantaneous display of the
number of calls waiting, rather than present
information that may be up to 6 seconds "out of
date".

(c) "Head of the Queue" Control Facility. This
facility consists of a switch that can be turned to a
number of different time settings. The selected
setting determines the length of time a call can
remain unanswered at the head of the queue before
an alarm is operated. The facility has been pro-
vided primarily to cater for a possible lamp relay
failure resulting in no calling signal being dis-
played, and in these circumstances the alarm will
operate after the call concerned has been at the
head of the queue for the specified time. A lamp
on the control panel indicates to the supervisor
which of the 25 linefinders is associated with the
offending call; she can then lock out the linefinder
concerned by depressing the appropriate plunger
key, thus allowing subsequent calls to appear on
the switchboard.

An additional display of lamps has been provided
to give a "picture" of the conditions existing in
the queue. This display consists of a circle of 25
lamps corresponding to the 25 linefinders. When
a linefinder is handling a call (irrespective of
whether the call is displayed on the switchboard)
the corresponding lamp glows. When the call is
answered, the lamp is extinguished. As the 25
linefinders are allotted in consecutive order, the
effect of the display is an arc of glowing lamps
moving around the circle. This arc may be broken,
of course, as the calls displayed on the switchboard
are not necessarily answered in order of arrival.
From a traffic point of view, this display gives a
very good indication of conditions in the queue and
the rate of flow of traffic through the exchange.

Associated with the apparatus rack at Canter-
bury are two sets often meters each (see Figure 5).
These sets of meters provide details of the number
of queue places engaged and the waiting time of a
call in a queue place, respectively. The first set
operates in conjunction with the supervisor's dis-
play of the number of calls waiting in the queue,
and counts, at 6-second intervals, the number of
queue places engaged. The other set often meters,
which is connected to one queue place, records the
length of time every 25th call waits in the queue
before being answered.

The additional units will include a total of 40

Fig. 4. The control panel used in the London and Middles-
brough trials. This panel accommodates 40 meters for

recording statistical data

Fig. 5. Meters giving details of waiting time in a queue ( lef t ) and number of queue places engaged (right)

iieters, fitted on the control panel. (Figure 4 is a
i rawing of the control panel used in the further
rials referred to below.) These meters will record
:ata pertaining to the waiting time of 4 calls in 25,
he total number of calls handled by the equipment,
he number of occasions when the queue is full and
arious other statistics.

No final results of the trial at Canterbury are yet
vailable, but the scheme is regarded as sufficiently
remising to justify further trial and two additional

•ial units will be in operation by the time this
rticle appears. One of these will be installed in a
runk control centre in London (where the traffic

is all of high value) and the other at Middlesbrough,
a provincial group centre with two suites of posi-
tions; at the latter exchange, the traffic on one
suite will be fed via the queueing equipment,
whereas that on the other suite will be left to call
" at random ". By this means, a close comparison of
the service under "queueing" and "random
answering" conditions will be obtained.

In conclusion, I should like to express my
appreciation of the assistance so willingly given by
colleagues in the Inland Telecommunications and
Engineering Departments in the preparation of
this article.

Stockholm Conference. 1952

The world radio conference in Atlantic City in
947 (described by L. V. Lewis in the first issue
i this Journal) allocated three bands of very

• u g h frequencies for broadcasting in Europe—
11-48 Me. s. (band I), 87.5—100 Me. s. (band II)
.nd 174-216 Me. s. (band III). A conference at
-.tockholm earlier this year, attended by represen-

; f i v e s of 31 countries, produced an agreement with
, hich are associated three plans for the assignment
•f frequencies to European broadcasting stations,
•vie for each of these three bands. The agreement
nmes into force on July i, 1953, and will be
eviewed not later than July i, 1957. It was signed
m behalf of the administrations of 21 of the countries
cpresented at the Conference, the non-signatories

being Portugal, the U.S.S.R. and eight other
Eastern European countries.

The plans for bands I and III provided 568
assignments for European television stations and
the plan for band III provides nearly 2,000 for
sound broadcasting stations. The plan for band
I also includes 151 assignments for sound broad-
casting stations in Eastern Europe.

An interesting feature of the agreement is a
clause which allows countries to modify the technical
characteristics of their stations after obtaining the
consent of other countries likely to be affected by
the change and defines, by means of a table of
powers and distances, the countries whose consent
must be obtained.
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Th*> Post Tvlvphonv ami Tvlvyrnph
Soeivty of London

A Forum for

(]. R. C.I a \ltni. Hon. St'

THE POST OFFICE TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
Society of London was started as "The
London Telephone Society" and by 1906,

tliougn young in years, it was in a flourishing
condition. Members were keen and it was not un-
common for two papers to be read and discussed
in one evening. The Society must have suffered
irom "gate-crashers", for the minutes record that
"at each meeting a man in uniform shall be at the
door and insist on seeing each member's card of
membership". Three prizes of a guinea each were
awarded annually for the best-written papers from
the junior members of the Society. An inducement
to women to join in the Society's activities was the
introduction of a half-rate subscription of gd.
instead of the usual is. 6d. It was also discreetly
conveyed that smoking was not prohibited at
meetings. Alas! The minutes do not state whether
permission to smoke was an inducement or a
warning!

Two papers read in the 1906-7 session carried
the titles "Transmission Measurements" and
"Sales Development": the same titles today could
conjure forth some highly interesting papers.
Mention is made of the cordial relations that
existed between the Society and similar bodies
both in London and in a number of provincial
towns. The agenda for each meeting was brief in
substance but lengthy in time. Demonstrations
were given from 6 o'clock in the evening to
7 o'clock and papers were read and discussed until
9 o'clock.

The London Telephone Society changed its
title in 1909 to "The Telephone Society of
London". The minutes do not say why the change
was made. The title that the Society bears
today was adopted in 1913 when the Government
took over the various telephone companies that
existed at that time. Then, as now, the Committee
was drawn from the various departments in
London, with the difference that, in 1913, the

Committee was elected by the membership,
whereas now each department concerned with
telecommunications nominates one, and sometimes
two, members to serve. Meetings were held, and
are still held, in the lecture hall of the Institution
of Electrical Engineers. The cost of printing papers

FORTHCOMING TALKS
December ist.—Review of the Telephone

System of the United States (VC'm. H. J. Mclntyre,
L'nited States Embassy;.

January 5th.—Railway Signalling .J. H.
Fraser, Railway Executive .

February 9th.—Some Problems Affecting
London Station. Cable ?nd XX'ireless Services
fCol. H. J. Wellmgham, M.C., T.D., M.I.Mech.E.,
M.I.E.E., A.M.I.li.E., Telegraph Manasen.

March 4th.—My Experiences of International
Conferences (Col. A. H. Read, C.B.. O.B.E.,T.D. .

was a problem then as it is today, but support came
from the Treasury and a grant made by "My
Lords" enabled each member to be supplied with
a copy of each paper. Nowadays the Society has
perforce to forgo this luxury.

As 40 years ago, so today emphasis is placed on
the discussion that follows the reading of a paper.
No author expects, nor has he the right to expect,
that all his statements will go unchallenged. His
paper represents his own opinions, which may not
necessarily be shared by the Post Office, and he is
prepared to defend those opinions. The discussion
provides his audience with the opportunity to
accept his challenge and the gauntlet is vigorously
taken up. Younger members are as keen as the
older ones to take part in the discussion. Many
meetings are attended by pensioners, who add
their contribution to the evening's proceedings.
Membership costs only 6d. more than it did in
1906, and it is open to all Post Office staff and to
Cable and Wireless staff in the United Kingdom.
Visitors are always welcome.

NOTES AND NEWS
P.A.B.X. for British Association—Radio Show—Telegraph Rates
Olympic Games—Achievement fay " Monarch "—Repair work fay
P.O. Factories—" How the Telephone Works "—Television Out-

side Broadcasts—MINcing Lane—Opening of Wenvoe

i'.A.B.X. for the British Association.—The
senate of Queen's University, Belfast, decided
i>me time ago to replace their P.M.B.X. by an

.: utomatic system and an order for a P.A.B.X. No. 3
.as placed with Standard Telephones and Cables,

:-. ith a request that the work should be completed,
• ; ' at all possible, before the opening of the British
'issociation's meetings in September. As a result

i <•' special efforts by the company and the Telephone
' Umager's staff, who had to provide and install

i • 'wer plant, underground cables and the wiring
'.nd instruments for 100 extensions, the exchange
• as completed in three weeks and was tested and
: Miidcd over for service two days before the in-
..igural meeting on September 3.

This is the first P.A.B.X. No. 3 to be installed in
Northern Ireland, but three others had previously

been completed in Great Britain.
Members of the British Association visited Tele-

phone House and were shown over the apparatus
rooms and switehroom and entertained to afternoon
tea- * * *
Radio Show.—In collaboration with the Central
Office of Information, the Post Office installed an
exhibit at the National Radio Show, Earls Court,
London, in August, to impress on the public the
need to purchase licences before installing and oper-
ating television receivers.

A television detector van, of the type used by the
Post Office to locate working television receivers,
was the main feature. Above the van, an animated
panel enabled the demonstrator to show how, by
means of the special radio receiver with its three

Hie reconstructed Post Office Radio Station at Wick, North Scotland, opened by the Assistant Postmaster-General
in September. Inset : part of the operating room
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horizontal loop aerials fixed to the van roof, the
approximate position of a television receiver in
relation to the van could be determined.

One of the audience was then invited to use the
small portable detector apparatus to find the actual
position of the television receiver, which was kept
hidden from view until it was discovered.

An enquiry bureau was provided, at which
visitors were invited to discuss any difficulties
experienced, owing to interference.

* * *Telegraph Rates—It has been obvious for some
time that substantial increases in oversea telegraph
rates would soon be necessary ; apart from minor
increases in charges to European countries when
services were restored after the war, the rates were
still at their pre-war level—indeed, no general
increase had been made for about a quarter of a
century. A new tariff, embodying general increases,
was therefore introduced on September i.

The main reasons for the changes are similar to
those given for the increases in telephone charges
earlier in the year—rising costs of buildings and
equipment and increases in salaries and wages.

The increases are the minimum necessary to
guarantee the payment of the standard dividend
to the Exchequer on the shareholding in the over-
seas company and to provide some margin in hand
to meet possible further rises in costs or a decrease
in revenue due to a fall in traffic during the next
few years.

In comparison with the rise in prices of other
services and commodities, however, the increases
are moderate.

* * *
News of the Olympiad.—In anticipation of a con-
siderable increase, during the Olympic Games,
in the number of overseas telegrams sent from
Finland, the Great Northern Telegraph Company,
which carries a very considerable portion of the
Finnish oversea telegraph traffic, made many
special arrangements in both Finland and their
connecting offices oversea. In London, a special
high-speed Morse circuit was installed between the
company's office and the Post Office Cable and
Wireless station in Electra House, in order to keep
to a minimum the time taken in transferring traffic
from Great Northern to Imperial.

Throughout the period of the Games, there was
a heavy flow of Press messages through Electra
House, both transit traffic and pictures and news
that had been collected by the news agencies in
London and edited and handed in for onward
transmission overseas. During the period July 12-
August 3, the Post Office Cable and Wireless
circuits handled approximately 660,000 words of
Press traffic and 335 phototelegrams about the
Olympiad, with a total value of £17,000.

One feature was the exceptionally heavy demand
from all parts of the world for broadcast reports
on the various events. To meet this demand, a net-
work of high-quality trunk circuits linking Finland
with the principal cities of Europe was established
for continuous use for the duration of the Games.
More than 120 separate transmissions, involving a
total circuit time of some 150 hours, were relayed to
the United Kingdom alone. Many of the reports
obtained from Helsinki in this manner were re-
transmitted from European radio-telephone ter-
minals to overseas countries. In all, 74 transmissions
were relayed from London to Australia, South
Africa and other parts of the Commonwealth.

Achievement by "Monarch".—H.M.T.S.
Monarch has recently completed for Cable and
Wireless, Ltd., the renewal of some 800 miles of the
cable connecting Porthcurno, Cornwall, with
Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, and the diversion
to deeper water and renewal of the cable from
Harbour Grace to Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Repair Work by Post Office Factories.—Post
Office factories in London, Birmingham and
Edinburgh deal mainly with the repair of apparatus,
an important element in the general economy of
the Post Office. Repair work comprises more than
70 per cent, of the total output of the factories and
the replacement value of apparatus repaired exceeds
£3,000,000 annually.

The total number of types of apparatus and
equipment repaired in a year is approximately
2,000. Items dealt with include fire protection
equipment, clocks, stop watches, moving coil and
radio equipment, measuring and testing instru-
ments and unit assemblies of many kinds. There
is also a regular monthly output of components
such as jacks, indicators, relays and coils, to enable
such articles to be replaced on the site.

These repairs include modernising. The pro-
gressive improvement of the telephone service is
thus achieved without the need to write off large
sums of money annually to scrap.

"How the Telephone Works".—One of the last
films to be made by the G.P.O. Film Unit before
it was disbanded was entitled "How the Telephone
Works". It proved to be one of the most popular
and successful films produced by the unit. The
number of showings, both inside and outside the
Department, was such that the numerous copies
eventually wore out and, as the demand continued,
it became necessary to remake the film. A new
version has been completed recently. The film is
now available for use in training courses.

United Kingdom delegation to I.T.U. Plenipotentiary Conference in Buenos Aires

. :„ right ^standing H. G. I.ILLICRAP, O.T.D. ; C. CARPENTER, C. & W., Ltd. : I. M. SINCLAIR and R. M. SANER, O.B.E..
cmn Office; M. CAWS, A.G.D.; R. V. HATTON, O.T.D.; G. R. BRANDON, O.T.D.; (seated] Miss S. E. SHORT, P. A. to Deputy

i i e r ; Col. A. H. READ, C.B., O.B.E., T.D. Deputy Leader; Sir BERTRAND JERRAM, K.C.M.G., Leader; Miss K. M. PERRY.
I ' . I ) . ; Miss ]. I. B. ALFORD, P.A. to Leader. Miss P. T. METCAI.FE, Foreign Office, and Miss K. M. DAVIS clerical duties' could

hf included in the photograph.

I B.C. Television Outside Broadcasts.—The
1 .B.C. intends to provide three mobile television
. '•ntrol rooms for use in handling broadcasts from
r.-itside London. One will be based in Scotland,
• je in the Midlands and the other in South Wales.

he Post Office will set up three regional engineer-
: :

T teams to deal with the provision and lining up
' . Post Office circuits used in connection with the

iadcasts.
* * *

MINcing Lane"—after the famous tea traders'
veet in the City of London—is the name of a new
change opened to relieve pressure on the Mansion
»use Exchange.
In the West End of London, the Welbeck

-change is also to be relieved. Public opinion is
mg sounded about the acceptability of "Tyburn"

as the name for the new exchange. The Tyburn
or Tybourne formerly flowed near an ancient site
of public executions, and to some people the name
is more readily associated with Tyburn Tree than
with the bourne itself.

* * *
About 80 per cent, (or 40,000,000; of the United

Kingdom population can now have television in
their homes, said the Postmaster-General, opening
the new Wenvoe (South Wales) transmitter in
August. This compares with about 50 per cent, of
the population in the United States of America.

Correction.—In our August issue, the photograph
on page 151 was captioned "By courtesy, West
Sussex Fire Brigade". This should have read:
"Hampshire Fire Brigade".
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